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Tango decison under appeal
By RITA SCHOENFELD
Nea Editor-In-Chief

Last Tango in· Paris, the film
-scheduled for presentation Apri114
by th~ Student Government Film
Committee working in conjunction
with the English Department, was
cancelled· by Rev.· Francis Brennan,
S.J., Academic Vice-president April
II. However, Brennan was not the
- first ·administrator to veto pl~ns to
bring the film to Xavier. Rod
Shearer, Vice-President and Dean
for Student Development, rejected
· Last Tango as part of a complete
film entertainment package

submitted letters of protest to
Brennan, no agency designed to
respond to student demands for
review of academic decisions seems
No appeal was made to Shearer's to exist.
However, an appeal urging review
decision i.n October since Visnick ·
was eventually able to secure aca- of Shearer's October decision is
demic sponsorship of the film · currently before the University Prothrough the English Department. gram and Publications Committee.
Once within an academic context, The appeal was presented to the
presentation of any film is removed committee by Mark Cardosi,
from Student. Development jurisdic- Student Government _President, at
tion. Brennan's cancellation ti·eated its April 13 meeting. Committee
Last Tango as an .academic members v.oted to suspend
enterprise.· Although _members of discussion of the appeal until both
· Tango to page 3
the English Department have

submitted for his· approval last
October by Larry Visnick,·
Chairman of the Film Committee.

New prepayment policy adopted
A new payment policy will go into
-effect on July 15, 1978. At this time, .
all pre-registered students will
receive pre-bills. These bills will-be
accompanied by a cover letter
supplying basic information on the
courses for which the student has
pre-registered, qualifying information supplied by the various support
offices and an explanation of the accompanying pre-bill.
If the student, with the exception
· of incoming freshmen, makes the required payment - 50% of tuition
and fees and 100% .of room and
board - by August 15, then he or
she will not ·have to attend formal
registration. ·Students ·making
changes in the schedule, students
who .do not meet the August 15
deadline· for pre-payment and all in-.
coming freshmen must attend for- .
mal registration.
.
A second pre-billing will be made
on August I, which will include the
remaining incoming freshmen and
other late pre-registrants from bot~

B~rrett

the Day and College of.Continuing dent, Niehaus said, "even if they
Education. These students will also don't pre-pay, at least we've
Stall photo
Anne K. Abate
be required to attend formal
presented them with schedules for
Rick
Hulefeld,
newly
appointed
Director
of
Housing,
moved
Into
his
new office
registration.
review. Freshmen, too, will be able
The pre-billing plan for Day and to see their schedules before coming Aprll14.
Continuing Education students was to Xavier."
suggested by a cqmmittee set up
.The pre-billing plan also gives
February 27 to study the·issue.Com- students an opportunity to check all
mittee members included Joseph charges. and credits against them,
Angillela, S.J.,Dean of the College Niehaus added, with sufficient time
of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Robert H. · to make corrections.
Helmes, Dean of Continuing Educa- .
"I 'really· don't know if students
By GREG GOOLSBY
search committee will begin accepAaaoclete Editor·
tion, Robert J. Hiltz of the Bursar- will follow the new plan or if they'll
ting applications for an associate
Comptroller office, Orwin T.
look at it as just another attempt to
'Housing Director David Tom l~ft directorship during the last week in
Wheeler,,.SJ ., and'John·F; Nie.haus, ·'get. intp their- .oockets;"'·he· said. his University Center office for the April. The associate director will
Direcidf' of'tlle ComputeT Ceni'er . Nleliaus note(nhat"-the c'ommittee .• lasnimeon·April 13aftersix-yearsof assume:. the directorship June 30,
and Chairman of the committee.
examined many universities require service· to Xavier. He will assume a 1979, when Hulefeld plans to leave
100% payment but this is often less newly created position with Mil· the University.
·
"The pre-billing plan presents ob- than the 50% Xavier requires," he Albers Leasing Co.
According to Shearer, applicants
vious advantages to the administra- said. Niehaus noted that the comRick Hulefeld, a long time to the directorship must have a
tion," Niehaus said. ''I don't think mittee examined· many universities associate of Tom, and former Master's degree, three years experthe student body -realizes what two require 100% payment but this is program coordinator, has been ience in housing and student
weeks money means. to the univer~ often less thari the 50% Xavier re- selected to fill the vacancy to ensure development work, and some
sity in terms of cash flow- it could quires," he said. "We realize it may "phHosophic and programmatic knowledge of Catholic ·university
mean we would not have to go out be. a hardship but hope the' pre- continuity" within the department. backgrounds. ·The selectio-n comand secure a loan;"
payment option is received in the Rod Shearer, Vice President and mittee will be comprised of· two
In terms of advantage to the stu- spirit in which it is offered."
-Dean of Student Development said a students, two student development
staffers and one faculty member, all
of whom are to be named at a later

Tom leaves Xavier;
Hulefeld fil_ls position

leads newly-sf!lected News editorial board

da~e.

· Hulefeld said he anticipates no
of information," he continued, "and changes in department procedure for
it is a form of advocacy because it the duration of the present academic
will stir people's feelings as a year, but foresees greater emphasis
medium." Tassone has been a staff on S.R./G.A. training and input for
writer for two years. His outside·ex- next year.
Senior Residents will be required
perience includes a full-time job last
summer writing for the Fair- to sign an affadavit limiting
themselves to no more than I 5 hours
field Echo.
Another step toward improve- of outside activity weekly to insure
ment is the appointment oftwo Con- greater accessability to student
tributing Editors;, Michelle Tocor- needs. Some group dynamics workzic, a sophomore English major shops are also planned to increase effrom Warren, OH, and George S. ficiency. "Peer leadership is the esMaley, a senior political science ma- sential factor in S.-R. positions,"
. jor from Chicago, will serve in that Hulefeld said, "and this is extremely
capacity. Barrett sees the role of feasable in the mature, responsible
Contributing Editors as appendages environment which they are to
.
of the -Executive Board. "The Con- facilitateon their wings."
In· regard to students at large,
tributing Editors will do extensive
writing and occasional editorials,"· Hulefeld plans to create an interdorm council . to expand comshe said.
Both·· Connelly and Tassone munication between the dorms and
emphasized· the importance of to provide more diversified activities
building up the existing· staff. "I to residents.
· Hulefeld's greatest emphasis is on
would ·Jike to concentrate on
overseeing many journalistic efforts the quality of residence life:
"Ultimately, I'd like to see th~
in the paper," Tassone remarked.
·Barrett said she felt that the pre- · residence halls become genuine livseht staff is talented but added that ingexperiences where this,one of the
"there's always room for improve- last big educational/living ex-ment." She hopes to institute a . periences, can be profitable."
·workshop to acquaint both hew arid Freedom to experimeni with wing
old staff members with jo.JJrnaiistic plans and functions is essential, he
· techniques.
.
continued, but proposals . must
The new editorial board's first always conform to existing Univer~
issue will appear. April 27. Barrett sity limits. "The mature student who
encourages all students ·t'o become is willing to assume responsibility for
involved with. the_ News. Anyone in- his life· and to contribute to the
··
, terested in •being a ·staff ·writer. rrrowth of others around him should
.
of photographer, · layout .. person. or llourish in the dorms," Hulefeld
The new executive bOard ofthe X~vler News will produce ihls ~ear's tlnal41~sue~- and Issues next year,
the board; from lett to right a~e Glenn Feltz, associate editor; Michelle Tocorzlc and George Maley,.contrlbullng editors, · -typist :can· con tact either Ba rrctt at said, "and I want to help them do
': , •fleg c_onnelly, managing -e~ltor; Barb Barrell, editor-In-chief, lind Don Tassone and Rob Helvaty, associate edlto~s. - 745~3769 or Connelly at ·73.1-8297. .that."
By ROCCINA STELLATANO

responsible journalism includes "fair ty and Feltz have worked extensively
Menaglno Editor ·
and accurate news coverage so that on layout this year. Feltz acted as
Pledging to uphold the standard issues are. represented ·impartially; Production Manager; while Helvaty
of responsible journalism, a- new What's most important is main- assumed extra duties as a staff writer
editorial board has been si:lected for taining credibility," Barrett con- and photogrctpher.
the Xavier News. Barb Barrett- will tinued, "and·l hope to enhance it by
Connelly, a sophomore English
- serve as Editor-in Chief, and Peg improving the overall quality of the major from Cincinnati, reinforced
.
. .
Connelly will assume the duties of News."
the commitment to responsible jourManaging Editor. GlennFeltz, Rob
One step toward imp_rovement nalism. "Not only should the News
, Helvaty, and Don Tassone complete · rests on creative layout. ·Helvaty, a provide fair, accurate, and unbiased
the Executive Board. This board will junior English major from In- coverage, but we should also analyze
handle the last four·'issues of the dianapolis, IN, and Feltz, a and question issues." Connelly has
News 'this year and 20 issues next sophomore natural sciences major · worked on the News as a staff writer
fromSt: Henry, OH, hopetoexperi~ and Associate Editor. ·
. year.
·
Barrett, . a junior English major ment with layout. "I'd like· to allow
Tassone, a soph~more English
from Des Plaines, IL, has worked on for some innovation," Helvaty said, major, said he would like_io see more
the News three years, serving ·as " and still adhere to the basic~." Feltz advocacy journalism: "I'm going to
Copy Editor this past year. She said added; "We'll try· different layouts push for more -investigative repor~.
ne••ev·~~ that a
ment to
what
'
Both Helva- ti
I see the News-as an instrument

20

·Burke head.s Placerne.n.t Office
. '

Any present junior:Wphomore, or freshman who is inters ted in
running for Marketin~ Club offices (President, Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer) should submit his/her application to either Dr.
Kumpf (123 Hinkle) or Ralph Chambers (468 Husman). All
applicants should write a paragraph explaining why they feel they are
qualified to become an officer of the club. Applications should be
submitted by April 26.

•••••

On Sunday, April 23, there will be an open house for women
interested in living at Ratterman House next year. The punch and
cookie reception will be from 2- 4 p.m. at the Ratt House. This ye,ar's
residents will be there to answer any questions about ttie house, which
is located at 3884 Dakota. Call 3687 for more information.

•••••

The Xavier Young Republican Club challenges all Xavier students,
faculty, and friends to help out witti the Hamilton County Special
Olympics for handicapped children. It will be held on Saturday, April.
22, from 9 p.m. till noon at U.C. Stadium. Please call Mike Bachman
at 451-1076 if you're able to help.

•••••

The annual Softball Marathon is next weekend, April28 - 30. It's a
fun event and all proceeds go to charity. Both men and women are
needed to be players and scorers. If you can't particip_ate, sponsor a
friend. Sign-ups are at the information desk.
If you want to get warmed up for the Softball Marathon next
weekend, you can go to a Dance-A-Thon this weekend at Lighthouse
Ltd. The College of Mount St. Joseph's chapter of the Student
Council for Exceptional Children is- sponsoring the dance for the
benefit of St. Rita's School for the Deaf and H·ard of Hearing. The 30hour dance will run from 4:00 p.m. Saturday, April 22 until 10 p.m.
the next night. The Dance-A-Thon is free to the public from 4..; 8 p.m.
on Saturday and from 12-8 p.m. on Sunday. Observers will be able to
return to the Lighthouse free in the evening during regular hours.
To make pledges and contributions, and for further information
contact Pat Thieman, 244-4679.

•••••

Xavier has several outings planned for the rest of the month.
Tonight there will be an evening at Meiers Wine Stube for those over
21. On the afternoon of April 24 there's a Wildflower Walk in
California Woods. You can spend an afternoon at the Mt. Airy Forest
Arboretum on April 26, or if you're into camping there's an overnight
trip to Mammoth Cave National Park. For information call 3208.

• *• **

Xavier's Classical Guitar Series continues April 23, at 2 p.m. in
Bellarmine Chapel. The Series is co-sponsored -by Jack Heim and
Friends of the Classical Guitar. Pieces performed here have not been
.·performed,anywhere else/in the city. It's free to XU and UC.students
with ID's.

• • * ••

Carl Goodin will speak today, April 20, at I p.m. in the OKI Room.Goodin is the former police chief for the City of Cincinnati and is
currently the Director of Security and Risk Management for Frisch's.
His presentation is entitled "Management - The Public Sector vs.
Private Enterprise" and is sponsored by the Society for Advancement
of Management. Beer and snacks will be furnished for free to
members, with only a minimal charge of a quarter a drink for nonmembers.

* ••• *

Undergraduate day pre-registration for the fall semester will take
place in the Registrar's Office from May 1 through May 12. The
Schedule of Classes for the Fall Semester, 1978 and the yellow preregistration cards will be available in the Registrar's office no later
than Monday, April24.
Every student must go to an academic counselor before preregistering. If you aren't sure who should be counseling you,. consult
your dean.
.
Students should read and follow carefully the pre-registration
instructions printed in the Schedule of Classes for the Fall Semester
_1978. To learn the exact time of your pre-reJistration consult the lists
posted on the. door of the ReJistrar's Office..

•••••

Wo_rk is already underway for the Xavier Player's final production
of thear 1977.,78 season.. The show is Dtlmes at &a, a musicalspoof of
the Hollywood movies of the 30's and 40'i. Otto IC vapil is·directins his
tint show for the Playen this season. Micbaei.ICohlniann, Dennis
Whetzel, Dan Sweeney,· and John Summen have the principal male .
r~les; the ~hree leadinJ.Iadies are beina portrayed by Ca'they ICvapil,
LIZ McGuare, and Sh~ra Stewart. ·Performances wiD be on MayS, 6, 7,
II and 12 at 8 p.m. an the XU Theatre.
.
Anyone interested in havins fun and leamins a bit about any aspect
of theatre is welcome to work on the show•- Stop by the Player's office
(ground floor, Univenity Center) any afternoon or evenina.

•••••

Tomorrow niaht, April ft, the EnaJish Department will sponsor a
poetry reading by Richard Haaue, who has ~en published in such
periodicals as Ohio Journal and· Adena. Haaue graduated from
Xavier in 1969 and also holds the M.A. in Enalish from XU. He is
currently chairman of the English Department at Purcell High Sch_ool
here in town. The reading is co-sponsored by the Cincinnati Area
Poetry Project and begins at 8:00p.m. at Breen Lodge. Refreshments·
will be served ..

R~Y~E .AND'E-RSON.

emphas.is."
ing our offerings in internships and
Burke also emphasized a change we are utilizing the services of
Xavier's Career Planning and from the employment agency ap- Xavier's ·Alumni Career Advising
Placement Office (CP & P) is not for proach to the counseling process ap- Services (ACAS), a group of people
seniors only. This is one point that proach. "Counseling should be p~e- . having experience in business, in-Louise Burke, the new head of the vention-oriented rather than cns1s- dustry or government, who
office, stressed. Burke replaced . oriented," she said. "By this I mean graciously offer their time to talk
Madalyn Freund, who joined we have to reach freshmen and with our students ·about relevant
National Cash Register, Inc., in sophomores more, and seniors, l~ss. work experience," Burke said.
Dayton, Ohio in mid-January.
The counseling process has a log1cal
· The final decision on what career
"We feel the Career Planning and. sequence of development." This any individual may choose, prepare
Placement Office has heavy respon- development would entail having the for, enter upon; etc., must be that of
sibilitiestothestudentsandtheuni- freshmen introduced to the func- the individual alone, Burke
versity," Burke said. :'It's in the tions of the CP & P Office as part of stressed: "ln this office," she said,
world of work where people their orientation program.
"the emphasis is on career planning
probably make their greatest conas a lifelong process."
tibution in terms of self-worth and
In their sophomore and junior
The future of the CP&P is just
the .improvement of society. years students can get involved in \:oming into focus on the college
"Therefore," she continued, "the in- workshops, internships, and, if campus, according to Burke. "The
dividual not only must be provided possible, Burke said she would like mini-depre~sion of the early 70's.
with a good education,· but he needs to see one-credit hour courses built gave us some insight into the reto be helped and guided to the best around self-knowledge, knowledge quirements. of the future," she said.
career for him."
of the world of work, and the techni_. "This is why the function of the CP &
Burke said she feels strongly about que of job searching. In the senior P has drastically ·differed from that
the responsibilities of her office. year, she suggested a student's ofseven or eight years ago."
"Developing and improving on- . program include a car~e~ .b.uilding
Carc;er counseling is a critical first
.campus recruiting ·programs for· course, interviews and contact with step toward helping students
students and employers remains a employers.
develop a clear understanding of
high priority function," she noted.
Xavier does not have a univer- their career objectives, according to
"However, improving the availa- sity-wide internship . program; Burke. "I'm not hesitant about
bility of career resource information however, some departments do accepting responsibility in this area,"
and the expanding of career educa- introduce students to a relevant she added .. ''On a college campus no
tion-type programs must receive new work
office should have a monopoly on
counseling. Students go to the people they feel can give them useful
guidance - whether that person is a
respected faculty member, a
professional counselor or a placement person."
The deficiency Burke sees with the
.students that are leaving school and
going out into the job market is that
they need to upgrade their communication skiHs. "What the
employer is looking for in addition
to academic background is someone
who can communicate with other
workers and the public," she said.
"Helping students and· alumni
organize their education, natural
.talents, and personal interests for
effective placement within a chosen
career area is the special function of ·
by Anne K. Abate
this office ~ and a tough one,"
Louise Burke, new head of the Career Planning and Placement Office,
Burke concluded.
stresses that the o.fflce Is not for seniors only •
; •

8

;

.

New• StaH writer

.·wvxu· POsts current schedule
WVXU-FM, Xavier's student
operated radio station, offers the
. Greater Cincinnati listening area
alternative programming. Broadcasting in stereo, WVXU-FM is
located at 91.7mhz on the FM dial.
The current programming schedule
is as follows below:
WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz, is now
broadcasting 27 hours of jazz, in
stereo. Jazz can be heard Monday
through Friday from 7-11 p.m. A
special one-hour program, "The
Story of Jazz," is hosted by Charley
Carey on Monday ai 10 p.m. This
program is devoted to jazz in its
earliest forms with music from the
1920's:
Thesoundsofthebisbandscome
throup your radio again on
WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz, Monday
throqh Fridayfrom4-7 p.m. and on
Saturday from noon-7:30p.m. As
a special feature, Roew Rishtmire,
Wednesday's bis band host, devotes
one hour to one bia band artist.
Listenen. can request. their favorites
by writina to Ro\Ve · Rishtmire,
WVXU-FM,XavierUniversity, VictOry Parkway, Cincinnat~ Ohio
45207.
Weekdays, between ·noon and 4
.
.
p.m., WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz,
presents "Solid Gold," featuring the
million sellen from 19SS to .1975.
The early ·days. of rOc:k as well as
those of not so Ions ago can now be
experienced o.nce more.
.
. ·"Progressive · Retrospective,"
every Friday and Saturday at II
p;m; on WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz,
"Progressive Retrospective," eve.-y

Friday and Saturdayat I p.m. on
look at the wee·k in sports, and a
. WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz, features an
woman's view of sports are all
uninterrupted progress-ive album
featured on the program.
each night. The albums are selected "Sportsfeature" also gives fans a
by the listening audience through chance to air their comments. The
letters to "Progressive RetrospecWVXU phone lines .are open from
tive," Xavier University, WVXU,
10:30-11 a.m. every Saturday at 745Victory Parkway, €incinnati, Ohio 3738. Paul ·Keels and Roger
45207.
Rosenthal host the show.
WVXU-FM, 91.77 mhz, presents
Rev. William Hagerty, S.J., film
"Daybreak," a three-hour infer- critic for WVXU-FM and many Cinmative program featuring news, cinnati suburban newspapers,
sports, weather, and the sounds of presents . reviews of current attracthe big band era. "Daybreak" airs tions eyery Monday, Wednesday,
Monday through Friday from 6-9 .. and Friday at 8:10a.m. on WVXUa.m. Up-to-the-minute happenings FM, 91.7 mhz.Hqertydisdilguishes
from the local, national, and inter- the good from the bad and lets Cinnational scene are featured as well cinnati in on the barsains.
·
WVXU-FM presents ..Salsa," a
as reports from the Weather
Amateur Radio Network and 1.the . prosram of Latin American music,
Cincinnati Weather Bureau.:. every Saturday momins from 9:30· · Cincinnati's _Qnly half-hour radio
II. Loven of poetry are now offered
newscast, ..AM Final," airs Monday oriJinal and classical · works on
throuah Friday at 11:30 a.m. on ~Mixed Metaphon" on ·wvxuWVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz. Produced by FM, 91.7 mhz, each Sunday at II
news director .lat Marlty, ..AM p.m; The prosram is hosted by Dr.
Finar presents an in-depth report of Tim 'Ril)l'dan auociate professor of
local, national, and international education at Xavier University.
news, alona with. the mornins's "Mixed metaphon" also ofTen Cincinnati poets an outlet for their
happenings in sports and weather.
·Every weekday afternoon at 3: IS, ·poetry. Orisinal works'can be 5ent to
4: IS, and S:IS WVXU-FM,. 91.7 ."Mixed Metaphors," WVXU-FM,
mhz, features five-minute look at Xavier University, Victory Parkway,
he
ha
.
t current ppenmgs in _sports.( n- Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
Radio drama ain again · every
depth commentaries concerning im- .
. portant sports events are also Saturday from 7:30 - 8 p.m. on
WVXU-FM, 91.7 mhz, with host
presented.
·
. ..Sportsfeature.'' every Saturday · J.C. Kins. ..Radio Time Tunnel"
from 11:15a.m. to noon, on WVXU- features all the great radio dramas
FM, 91.7mhz, offers the Cincinnati inchiding "Fibber McGee and Molsports fan a wide variety _in sports. . ly," "Amos and .A.ndy," "The Life of
news. Interviews with local teams, · Riley,'' and a rebroadcast of the
both professional and amateur, a ' Hindenburg disaster.

a

coury signature an a ress q wr1ter. Editors reserve

The Xavier Nfln is the official student newspaper of
Xavier University. The articles, pictures. and format
are the responsibilitY. of the editors and d;: not represenJ the vie_ws of the adminimaton, faculty, and stu-.

editorials reflect· tlic "opinion of a majority of the
Editorial Board and. do not necessarily represent the
,opinion of the student body, faculty, or administration
of Xavier University,
.
The News is published weekly during the school year
except during vacation and examination periods by
Xavier Univeroity. <;incinnati, Ohio 45207. SubliCripti<>ns arc 55.00 per year. The No"• wu en ored as st.rood class matter October 4. 1946, atth: Post Office of
Cincinnati, Ohi~ under the Act of Marc~ 3, 1.879. .
l.et!e" submotted to the Newa for pub,t•cation mL.>t .

Sports Stall , . , , , • , , , , , . , stephen Benjamin
the ri~ht to condense or reject any letter and limit fro- ·Jim Donlin, Tim Grell, Bill Holohan, Jim Kahler:
4UCOt writers,
Pat Lindsay, Sean Madden, Tom Perrino Roger'
Main oUices.lirst floor, University Center Building.
.· ' Ro~enthal
.
. ··
·
News-editorial telephone: (513) 745-3561. Advertising - · ~
telephone: (5 13) 745-3431.
·
· Arts Editor . , , , , , , . , •• , , , , . , , , . , Greg Barker
Ed.itor-ln'Chlel ... , • , • , , , · Riia G. ·Schoenfeld .Art~ Stall · ·, .... ,., , , , .. , , . , , . • Tom Fellens,
Managing Editor .•. , . , . Rocclna M. Stellatano . Juloe Helmes, Molly Massel, Mike MacNamara,
Advisor .... , , , , , , • , •• , , , • , . , , , , John R. Getz
·
Chris Wooley
Business Manager , , :. , , ,.. , , • , , John Boswell
Photo Editor , . , , , , , , .. , , , . , , .. Anne K. Abate
Associate Editors ..• , . , , . , , , Frank X. Bujold, . Photo Stall , , .. , , , •• , • , , , , , , , .I Harold Webster
. . Margaret J, Connelly, Gregory D. Goolsby
Mike Berger, Tom Castele, Paul Conroy, Carot
G:opy Editor , , , , , , , , , , , , Barb Barrett
Egner, Rob Helvaty, Sue Murray, Rol1b Schrader,

, ·. ; : . -~ •..• _• ·, : ; . !: ; .•• ;

-_..,-=---~
rcu a oon anager .·,,.,,.,
-- ary etti a Y
Looney Tunes • , , , , . , , . , , , , . , , , . Paul Conroy,
Ray Dadamo, George S. Maley
Layout Manager , .• , , , , •.. , . , , Glenn A.. Feltz
Staff . .. • . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . Royce Anderson,
Jim Barton, Meg Bohlen, Cindy Briede, Amy
Centner, Susan Germann, Rob Helvaty, Maryl
Jerdon, Sue Keane, Mary Ann Kokcnge, Karen
Kraft, Helen LaJc4nessP Mara Looby, Mark
Luebbers, Regina Morgan, Mary Beth Moser.
Marc Murphy, Mary Neenan, Melissa Sli,.~c:oon,
Cindy Sokolowski, Jerry Sulliv"n. D5n I assone,
Michele Tocorzic·. Rita Volvens. Bob Wilking
Xavier NeWI

\I

•

I

Greek. Week expandS to seven dayS; chan9es pl8nned
By ROBERT WILKING

while the weather is nice. The
festivities last from Friday, MayS to
Thursday~ May II.

filewlltaff Writer

Once again Xavier will perform
.that wacky tribute to spring fever
known as Greek Week. Students
decide to set aside the books for
seven days and have some good fun

On May S, an outdoor dinner is·
scheduled ·from 4:30 to 6:30p.m. and
will be followed by a trip to Riverfront· Stad_ium to see the Reds play

the Montreal Expos for College
Night. Buses will be provided and
they will leave Xavier at 7 p.m.
Tickets will cost $1.50 each .
On Saturday, May 6, Superstars
Competition will begin at 10:30 a.m.
At 8 p.m., and continuing into the
next morning, several movies will be

a

Bellarmine written in journals
By MICHELLE TOCORZIC
HawtSIItfWrlter

In the last 18 months, BeUarmine
Chapel has been written up in three
Catholic periodicals for its innovative attitude toward the rite of
baptism and liturgical changes at
Mass. Aids in Ministry (Fall 1977)
and Living Worship (January 1978)
contain articles written by Bellarmine Chapel past.or Rev. Edward W.
Schmidt, S.J. Both deal with the im. portance of involving the entire
Christian community in the celebration of the Sacrament of Baptism.
Michael H. Marchal, a member of
BeDarmine Chapel and teacher at St.
Xavier High School, recently had an
article published in America, a
·leading Catholic magazine (Feb. II;
1978). In it, he discusses the movement of the tabernacle from the main
altar of the church into a side chapel
which occurred ai Bellarmine
Christmas Eve 1976.
Why has Bellarmine become a
center of liturgical attention? According to Schmidt, the small size of the
· QeUarn1ine community makes it
' easier to explore new approaches to
liturgy than it is iri larger parishes.
Because of its size, Bellarmine has
become ·"a focus through which
others can learn." Schmidt also attributes Bellarmine's leadership to
the "talent and willingness to get involved" of the XU personnel. He sees
their actions in the Chapel· community as an extension of their
teaching areas.
Bellarmine Chapel parish has a
unique-situation. ltis both a University- chapel and. a parish in the
Archdiocese of Cincinnati. There are
only two such )~suit Chapels in the
country: Bellarmine and Creighton
University in Omaha, Nebraska.
Besides the advancements which

Bellarmine has made in baptis-m and
liturgy, it also is a leader in the social
action movement in the Cincinnati
area. Under the direction of Rev.
·.Ben Urmston, s.J., the student St.
Vincent de Paul Society and the
Social Action Commission of Be liar. mine Chapel reach out to the needs
of others in a:nd outside of the Be liar. mirie Community. In conjunction
with -the Evanston Community,
Bellarmine has set up a credit union
which makes funds available for poor
people to use for housing. The credit
union is funded by surplus money in
the Bellarmine budget. ·
Bellarmine parishioners play a
large part in the development of
programs at the chapel. The diocesan
booklet on marriage, "Preparing the
Liturgy of Marriage," "reflects the
experiences of people here" according to Schmidt. The booklet was
prepared and published by the

Worship Commission of the
Archdiocese of Cincinnati. Among
the members of the editorial com·
mittee of that commission were Rev.
Leo Klein,. S.J., chairman of. the
Theology Dept. at X.U., and Mrs.
Judy Olberding, a parishioner of
Bellarmine Chapel.
Schmidt said Bellarmine has a
duty to ·share what it has been able to
do because of its privileged position.
"Our church is useful for contemporary liturgy," he noted, ..it can be
adapted for various types of
ceremonies." He added that
although Bellarmine has succeeded
somewhat in its liturgical advancement, there is "still a long way to go"
to achieve the goals of Vatican II.
Even so, in BeUarmine Chapel has
shown great development and maturity in embracing goal of the Post-·
Vatican church and is now helping
other parishes to realize these goals.

By. BARB
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· d two · reasons
.
" h'1s ·
1 er c1te
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resignation. "First, in so far as the
Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliasukas, Psy- department is concerned, I think
chology department, and Dr. Raymond E. Miller, Physics depart· that in most cases there are signifi·
ment, have resigned . from their cant advantages if the chairman is
post as chairmen of their respec- changed every five or six years. Since
I have been chairman for seven
tive departments, according t'o
Joseph Angilella; S.J., Dean of the years, I am already overdue," Miller
c9 uege of Arts and Science. ..1 said. "Second, I very much enjoy and
have a strong interest in scientific
prefer to call. their resignations a research- and 1 have .found that the
'retirement' as they have been long many duties of a science chairman
standing chairmen- I have nothing · are incompatible with maintaining a
but praise for them." Angilellasaid. significant research program."
"I feel I deserve the right to make Miller added that he looks forward
this change because I've given 19
years· to Xavier as chairman," to relinquishing his administrative
Bieliauskas said. Bieliauskas cited his duties in order to return to full time
appointment as Riley professor of teaching and research.
psychology as the main reason for
"Although recommendtions have
his resignation. Bieliauskas said the been made to Fater Brennan
appointment will allow him to insti- (Academic Vicej President), new
tute new programs for the Psy- chafrmen for these department have
chology department and prepare a not yet · been decided upon,"
book.
Angilello said. ·
·
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Dr. _Vytau~aa_ J. Blelauskaa

THE VERONA FATH:ERS
A Religious Society
for the Foreign Missions
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
We all know how to make love, but have you ever -loved as. a
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as
a missionary? A Verona Father?
For further information write:

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204
1-513-921-1176
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Dr. Rarmond E. Miller

The Ray Baker Agency
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If so, put that degree to work In the United
States Air Force. The Air Force has job open. ings for science arid englf!eering officers In
many professional areas. Find out if one of
~ iS·YfXU'S· Then ask about that excellent Air Force salaly .. ·. the executive ex~ .... the Worldwide ··assignments

·......·.. , .........

·cardosi and Shearer. submitted·
' , written· position statements. Rev.
Robert ·Dressman, S.J., Chairman
· of the. :Committee, received the
statements:April 14 and;is ex~ted
to caJI.a-rneetina this week: ... would
hope.thc Proaram and· Publications
_Committee.·will•:•ac:t,··promptly. in.·
· reviewing.the-·Student .Government
·appeal or.. Rod .Shearer's ;decision;" ·._
, Cardosi- said. Thecommittee·is only·· ·
. empowered: to recommend.action; it .
.could not actually overturn a
decision;
·
. An assembly was held at. I :30 p.m. ·
. on Friday. April 14- when the first
. presentation of the film was to.have
occured - in the· Theatre. · Both
Brenn~~. and S,heare_r, field.ed
, ; ,questions .put to them by s,tuden~s
and facultv ' .
. .
.
. TfwtiSDAY. ~IL 20,1171

.
·
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Looking for a part-time job with
good income, flexible hours
and real expt;!rience in the
business worldl

'

to 9: IS a.m. there will be an all night
dance contest.
· A couple of changes have been
made with this year's program. For
one thing, the number of members
allowed on each of the commuter
teams has been expanded to thirty:.
Also, a can stacking contest will be
held during the week in which the
aluminum cans gathered will later be
recycled.
In the past questions have been
raised concerning events in which
food stuffing occured, or where food
was used for non-edible purposes.
Some people felt that these events
conflicted witht he goals and policies
of Food Week, and in general those
of the Xavier institution. But, according to Kathy Dermody, an
organizer for the ·Greek Week activities for this year, these opinions
were taken_ into consideration in the
planning for this year's program.
"We had this question on the Student Government referendum and
the vote was two to one to keep the
food events," she noted. Dermody
also said that she had members from
the Food Week committee come to
the Greek Week planning meetings
so that they could express their
opinions on the matter. The Greek
Week planning committee decided
to retain the food events and require
competitors to pay for what they
consume.

Bieliauska_s and Miller resign chairmanships

JUNIORS AND

.'.. ;.':.·j·,, ·.

shown.
On Sunday, May'/, a city softball
tourney will be held, followed by a
visit to Marion Hall which is spon·
soring a party. From 4 to 6:30p.m.
an outdoor dinner will be available,
and beginning at 7:10p.m., musical
enterainment will be provided.
For Monday, May 8, the Lichtenstein Circus will perform on the student mall from 11-12 and 2:30-3:30
p.m. At 2 p.m. on the mall, opening
ceremonies will be held for the competitive events, followed by the tricycle race at 3:30.
·
The schedule for Tuesday includes
the hug at 2 p.m. and the mattress
pile-on at 2:30. At 3 p.m. there is arm
wrestling followed by the egg drop at
3:30. Later in the evening one may
_enjoy pushball at 7 and Muskie tim
Night at 10:00. ·
For Wednesday May 10 there will
betheChugat2p.m.,theWhiteCastie stuff at 2:30, the Bookstore
' Scramble at 3 p.m. and-at 3:30 the
Penny in the Pit. Later in the evening
the Chariot Race, Scavenger Hunt
and a Night at Dana's have been
scheduled.
On the last day of the events,
Thursday, May II, there will be a
canoe joust at 2 p.m. and a Body Paintingat 2:30. Both events will be held
at the O'Connor complex pool. At
3:30 there will be a Tug of War held
at the stadium. And, from 5:15p.m.

••• Uvtng· .quarters .- ... ,3(), days of paid.
vacation· a year.•••. medk:aJ ·and dental

ccn ..• and many other. Air Force
. benefits; I~'~ 9.1:\e of the finest opportunities in the nation. For tnfonnatioo, contact
TSgt. Leonard Dantzler·· .
USAF RECRtTITING OFFICE
6200 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45213
·PH# (513)
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Straight Time has crooked plot
By JULIE HELMES
NIWI Still Writer

The movie "Straight Time", is one
which seems to promise its audience
more than it really has to off~r. Itstars Dustin Hoffman, who plays a.
man newly released from prison on
probation, and it appears as though
the film's exploration of his life after
prison will be very interesting. It's
too bad that the direction and the
script weren't better designe~ to
produce a more relevant film.
The plot (and Dustin Hoffman)
seem to be the best parts of the entire
movie. Despite the obvious coolness
and callousness assigned to his
character, Max. Hoffman was still
able to show a trace of Max's psy-·
chological anxiety. The plot which
detailed Max's rise to serious and
most devastating crimes, had much
potential for effectiveness. The film
falls short, though, because of the
obvious lack of characterization and
true coherence to the. theme. At
times, it was as if I was watching a
series of different movies as the
robberies and murders went on and
on.

and the script was· the need to tacular. It is just a confirmation of
rationalize Max's switch back to what the audience knows all along.
Max is eventually going to be caught
crime; the audience is presented with
a very one-sided view of this even- no matter how fast he runs, or how
tuality. The fault of Max's downfall clean the caper. The movie fades out
is attributed solely to a cruel, with what I consider to be the most
hypocritical probation officer and effective: shots in the whole film.
with the jail system in general. No
Max's prison shots (Pictures) form
atfempt was made to show us some the earliest to the most recent arrests
of Max's own background. He _are flashed onto the screen as one
appeared more like a victim than an melts into tJ:te other. If the movie had
actual doer of crime. Our syinrathiel. been deeper in insight, these last picthroughout the movie are intened to tures would have been perfect.
be with him.
·
"Straight Time" contains some
The movie, in its attempt to drill nice acting by Dustin Hoffman as
into. the audience's minds the true' Max and by Hiury Dean Stanton as 1
.seriousnes~ of Max's situation,
Max's partner in crime. The film as a i
shows _ several robberies and ·whole, however, is very slow moving I
shootings that he instigates. There and pointless because it fails to exare so many scenes, however, that plore the lives of its characaters
the "film borders on the episodic. deeply enough. As a result, it loS"es
After a while, I became very bored most of its potential thought
with the many different sequences. ·.provoking qualities. A movie with a
There was really not much conilec- plot such as "Straight Time" needs a
.llon between scenes.
lot more substance than it was given .
The ending, too, is nothing spec- -.In genera(,·, .. ,,,..nnm

Duet,- Jericho Harp,
·performs powe_rfully
NewaGuett Writer

Last Wednesday night, a talentedduo, Jericho Harp, played before .a
sparse crowd in Xavier's theatre. The
band's members, Jim Thomas and
Tom Schmidt, sang and played
acoustic guitars (but no harps) to the
deljght of onlookers.

review
The director, U.lu Grosbard; chose
to oresent all of his characters as
cold, ·calculating individuals with little or no emotion. There was no
revelation of character in Max especially and in his girlfriend
(Theresa Russell). It was difficult to
tell if Max felt anything for anybody
and it was even more difficult to un~
derstand his relationship with the
girl. ·orosbard's emphasis on the unemotionl}l should have been lessened
somewhat. It was hard to believe
that anyone could . be entirely indifferent.
Also a problem with the direction

·review

Jim Thom•und Tom Schmidt ol Jericho Herp, • eolt rock duo,·•ppe•,.dln
the The1tre, Aprl112.
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"Cincy's o-:tl.Y singing pub"
WEDNESIJA:V ·FRIDAY. SATURDAY'

Traditional. Irish Folk Music

Everyday is St. Patricks Day at
Old Irish Pub
Jack Murray
and
.
Gordon Thomas
/
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proprietors

· The two are from St. Cloud,
Minnesota, and they have been playing together since 1971. Their niusic
has been called" "country rock" by
the boys in Nashville and "soft rock"
by others. Thomas said, "We're
somewhere between John Mayall
and Manhattan Transfer, or more
specifically, a little to the left of
mainstream." Despite the difficulty
_i_n labeling their m~~_ic, one thing is

certain: their powerful vocals, rich
harmonies, and smooth guitar playing led to an enjoyable evening.
Jericho Harp performed turies by
such songwriters as Eric Anderson
("Is It Really Love At All'!''), Randy
·Newman ("Marie"), and Dan
Fogelberg. Other borrowed songs
played that night were "Oh, Sarah"
and "805," the latter a train song by
the now defunct Moby Grape.
However, nearly two-thirds of their
materild was original..
The t~o have been playing
colleges for five years now. They feel
that touring has strengthened them
as performers and has aided them in
"learning our trade." Although
Xavier had a bad turnout, Thomas
described the audience as "small but
mighty" (maybe sincere too). If you
missed their appearance clast week,
catch them on their debut LP for
United Artists Records entitled
Jericho Harp, of course.

.
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RESTAURANT MANAGER TRAINEE
Learn restaurant .. operations, personnel, public relations,
customer service, and supervisory techniques. Mu~t be21, 1 year
colleg~ and interested in-management. Be promoted to assistant
at $10,400 in six weeks; $12,253 in twelve weeks; $15,200 in fourtwelve months.l;nter middle management at $17,700, piUs car
exff~ens~s in twelve-eighteen months. Meet this ern_ployer in t:nY
0
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Seger: content before technique.
By TOM FELLENS

than just ele~tric guitars and loud
noise .. .it is a way of living.
In concert, Bob Seger and the
Seger's ·best material reaches for
Silver Bullet Band is reminiscent of . the American teenage experience.
Faces in the days before Rod The songs, shot through with
Stewart's sex changed. Seger is a epiphanies,
are
painful
front man of dynamic presence who reminiscences ·of his mistaken,
twists and shouts his way from stage adolescent conception of love that
left to stage right with a joviality that could never exist apart from his imrapidly spreads to his audience. Like agination. When Seger sings the line,
Stewart, he has somehow managed "Working on Mysteries without any
to make a juxtaposition of the clues," one instantly understands
desperation of his songs and a what he is talking about. This is what
frivolous attitude seem completely it means to be young, frightened, and
_ natural. Behind him, the SBB pro- confused.
jects the image of a gang of rowdy ·
The desperation of Seger's work is
street kids out to have a drunken in no way negative. Like all good
good time.
tragedy, it has a cathartic effect that
creates hope out of hopelessness.
This is what rock and its forebear,
the blues, exist for, and what so.
much of the Seventies 'rock music' is
Saturday night before a capacity failing to achieve. Near the end of his
audience at the Coliseum, the .second number Saturday night,
Detroit rockers pushed their primal Seger himself implored, "Come back·
energy to the max while minimizing Cincinnati! Rock 'n' roll never
any hint of subtlety. The result was forgets." Turn from those evil ways.
an evening of the highest calibre rock Melt some Fleetwood Mac albums.
and roll.
The dedication with which Seger
Seger is an important artist for a and the SBB p!ayed Saturday was
number of reasons. Foremost, he has rare and welcome; for these guys, the
consistently refused to put technique music obviously still has meaning.
before content. The mark of the Seger has a good voice, powerful and
typical Seventies rock musician is an heavily R&B influenced. The SBB is
absolutely meaningless product tight, keyed to every gesture Seger
recorded perfectly on expensive and · has to offer. Guitarist Drew Abbott
complex equipment with no feeling provides excellent rock leads that
whatsoever involved. (Peter Framp- · accentuate Seger's raspy vocals and
ton and - I cringe at the mention- serve as a perfect foil for the frenetic
Barry Manilow are examples. (Seger energy of Alto Reed's sax. Under it
knows that rock and roll is more all is the thundering rhythm section

of Chris Campbell and Charlie Martiri, bass and drums, respectively,
The choice of material was in
keeping with Seger's self-imposed
loser image. "Night Moves,"
"Beautiful Loser," "Travelin' Man"
and "Katmandu" are all variations
on the same theme. Yet, if the subject
of Seger's lyrics is. failure, the exhilarating intensity of the music
assures. final success. The idea is to
have a good time, and the inclusion
of several Chuck Berry tunes
:(including an incredible rendition of
"Little Queenie") made it impossible
not to. On this night, at least, the
band passed the truest test of fine
rock and roll: it kicked ass.
The opening act was the British
mainstream group Sweet. They were
above average at doing what a On Mond•y •fie moon • crew from the Becker Electric Comp•ny •Hempted to
warm-up band does ... warming up.lt loc•tethe d•m•a•d c•bles which were responsible for this week's "brown out"
was Seger, however, who cooked.
•t X•vler. Full eleclrlc•l power Is expected to be restored by lod•Y·

Newe Sbllf Writer

review

Sociology curri·culum revamped
courses: 101 Introduction to terested students.
Sociology, 180 Cultural AnthroIn the near future the department
pology (replacing 121 Social will be expanding its offerings in
Problems), 300 Sociological Anthropology. Other new courses,
Theories, and 352 Principles of such as Magic and Religion,
Research. Two additional restricted Organizational
Theory,
soc_iology electives must be taken: (I) Demography, Utopian Coma second research course such as munities and Medical Sociology,
Intermediate Research or Archae- will be possible electives.
ology; (2) a second theory course
such as Sociology of Max Weber or
"These changes signify an attempt
Utopian Communities. Four ad- by the department to keep abreast of
ditional sociology courses (electives) new developments in the discipline
complete the major of 30 hours. A while still providing the necessary
senior project will be required core background in theory and
(replacing the U.R.E. after methods," Weissbuch noted. "OurSeptember I, 1979), and, as part of ing the transition to the new Soci. the University mathematics require- ology cu~riculum every effort wiU be
ment, sociology majors must take made to insure that each student is
with the Cincinnati Opera, creating a Mt 146 Elementary Statistics. The treated in a just and equitable way."
sensation in the role of Queenie in department encourages experiential Members of the department will res"ShowboaU' The Tennessee native learning by maintaining· an intern pond to any questions students have
holds a master's degree . from the program in s'ocial services for in- about these new developments.
University of Cincinnati C o l l e g e - · • • • • • • • • • • i i i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Conservatory of Music where she
studied with Helen Larid.
I
·
I

The recently formed Department
of Political Science and Sociology
has announced several significant changes in the SociologY.
curriculum. The department
engaged in six months of extensive
research before creating the new
curriculum structure. ..National
trends in sociology were con-.
sidered," according to Mr. Michael·
Weissbuch, ..and a program for the
1980's was then instituted."
Students majoring in sociology·
m_ust complete ·the following four

Ballet offers diverse repe-rtoire

The Cincinnati Ballet Company work taken from the Verdi opera "I
will offer its most exciting series of Vespri Siciliana," depicts the four
dance April20, 21 and 22 at Music seasons and their diverse moods.
Hall. On those evenings the CBC will Costume and scenic designs are· by
present a program which emphasizes Henry Heyman.
the elegance, energy and diversity
of its repertoire.
·
Thursday night,a~,Jdiencc.:~$i1Jd~s- ...
.The 'special qluility ofthe'produc•'l •.,. .• ,.._.:.; ::''-'•·'::''"' ,., · ·· ~"'. ·
..
. .
•
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cover the gypsy spirit in "Grande
~ion
is
apparent
in
the
unique
me!d-1
.·.·
.
.
··.·
Earn
up
to
$80.00
a
inonth
Tarantell¢" as choreographed by
'
.
mg. of orchestra, chorus, solo votce -.. .
t Abb. · It L bs Plasma Center 1
Roman Jasinski. Based on the
Due to the, tremendous response· and
dancers. The music, a group of 1 Donate p 1asma a
0
a
famous Italian "dance of the taran- during the 1975-76 season, the CBC
emotionally
provocative
spirituals
I
916
East
McMillan
at
Peebles
Corner
I
tulat. "Grande Tarantelle" is . to will. repeat perfo~mances of "With
with
mixed
tempos,
is
adapted
and
I
Call'
961-0900
I
music by Louis ~oreau Gottschalk, Timbrel and Dance, Praise His
I
M
F · I
the American 19th century com- . Name:" This powerful ballet of composed by Carmon Deleone.
Tickets are ~vailable through the I
New Donors come 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., on- n
I
pose·r:· ·The. production features Black American Spirituals staged by
lighting designs by Lee Watson, James Truitte unites the CBC with Community Ticket Offi~e .<241: 1
No Appointment Necessary
1
1
costumes by Annie-Peacock Warner the magnificent voice of mezzo 1038), 642 Race Street, Cmcmnat1 1
and piano solo by Jeanne Kirstein. soprano Teresa Bowers and the 40- 45202 and all Ticketron locations. I
New donors bring this ad with you
•.
I
Friday and Saturday evening per- · member Bethel Baptist Church Remaining seats are priced at $9.00, I
$7.50,$5.50 and $3.50. curtain is at I
and make $5.00 extra on your first donation
I
forinances will feature "Pas de · Ch~~
.
Bowers has appeared two years 8 p.m. for all performances.
Qu~tre," the most celebrated diver"
·I
I
tissement ( a series of danced
,~======================:::,I
we· feel that we have the finest quality plasma center in I
epi~odes without plot) in ballet
I
I
. ·history. First produced in 1845, the
I
Greater
Cincinnati.
All
of
our
donor
floor
employees
are
I
ballet featured four of the greatest
AN's,
LPN's,
or
trained
medical
corpsmen.
A
physician
is
balierinas of the period ... creating an
unmistakable element of revalry.
I on-duty full time for your safety and convenience. With 1
The delightful CBC production has
I close to.five years at our present location, our personnel 1
been staged by Frederic Franklin
1
are experienced and knowledgeable.
1·
after the choreography of Anton
Dolin. Music is by Cesare Pugni and
COME SEE
SOON!
the costumes have been executed by
Annie Peacock Warner.
All three evening performances
will feature the premiere of "Sylvia
Pas de Deux, the premiere of
"Winter:s Traces" plus the rivival of
"With Timbrel and Dance, Praise
His Name."
"Sylvia" has been choreographed
by Frederic Franklin to the music of
Leon Delibes. The pas de deux
pro"tides ..the ballerina with an array
of opportunities to display not only
FOR THAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE
her dance skills but also a wide range
of acting powers.
DAZZLING DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
Executive Artistic Directo.r David
Mclain has choreographed th~ ·
She's the one woman you chose from all the rest.
· Now you can give her one wonderful diamond.
premiere piece "Winter's Traces" to
We will help you select a glorious diamond
the_ music of Giuseppe Verdi. -~he

N E ED CASH? . .•
I

I

I

I
us
I
~-------~-----------------·
2 CANOES .FOR THE COST OF 1

solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory,
glow with clear brilliance and fire. Show the
world she'll the one woman in your world.
Marquise Diamond
1/3 ... : .................................. $250
1/2 ....... ; ............................... 399
I carat. ............ • • . · · · • • • • • · • • • • · · • • • : · 799.

Discount
To All
Xavier
Students
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605 Race Street., 0 ~
Cincinnati,. Ohio

WHITEWATER

INDIANA'S FASTEST. MOST SCENIC RIVER

Daily rates $4-$5-$6

-Group discounts available

Rental Is only 50 minutes from campus via 1-74. take Brookville ex1t and follow Rt.
· THROUGH TOWN of Brookville to west edge. Free color brochure by request.
· phone or writeR. Ritz, Mgr.. P.O. Box ·2,% ren ..l, Brookville, Indian• 47012.
GET THE GANG, FRATERNITY, OR SORORITY TOGETHER AND CAMP, PICNIC. PARTY, etc.

THIS ARTICLE MUST BE PRESENTED FOR OFFER
Private riverside campsites. islands. or huge rustic lodge can be reserved

STUDENT

CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

.

FOLLOW OUR YELLOW ROAD SIGNS

Valod <~"Y weekday- S t otf Saturday Canoe Rate - $2oft Sunday Canoe Rate- Drs·
cu 1,:·t" rna~ be applred to group raies on mosl trrps ·- Reservatrons encouraged

XU-4-&·78.
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AND SAVE

Offer doe~ not

XU rugby team wins 2, loses 1
Valley player. The point after was_
good and the score was 'suddenly 6-0
in favor of Miami Valley.
The score remained the same until
the warning minutes of the first half
when Xavier was awarded a penalty
kick. Brennan then showed the partisan Xavier crowd why they call him
"the hooter" by splitting the
crossbars· from 40 yards out. This
tightened things up a bit and, as time
ran out in the half, Miami Valley
held a 6-3 advantage.
Then, incited by the cheering
crowd, the blue shirted boys began
their famous second half surge.
Xavier quickly took the ball into
Miami Valley territory and Shockey
took Sean Mallden's strategically
placed wing kick in for the score. The
point after was no good and Xavier
led by a 7-6 margin.
Now XU kept the pressure on and
-Photo b~ Anne Ab•te
was .again awarded a penalty kick. The Big Sticks (pictured above) capped a perfect season of Intramural Floor
Brennan again split the uprights and Hockey on Sunday by winning the championship tourney. The Sticks were
the score was 10-6. Xavier then put undefeated In regular season play and won their two tourney games Sunday
on the finishing touches when Tom by scores of 5 - 0 and 3 - 2.
"Ollie" Shurr broke from the pack
and beautifully fed the ball to team
captain Jim "Bruno" Brunemann
after attempt fail~d and-the- score Brimelow and fell in for the score. who plowed in for the score. In the~
By TOM PERRINO
left in the game; the score was tied
was 4-0 in Xu's. favor. Toledo im- Toledo scored later to make the finai end Xavier came out ahead by a
score of 14-6.
New• &porta Writer
S7-S7. Samurai had the ball and
mediately came back when stiff op- 10-6.
At the end od this week, In- began to stall for one last shot. With
position from the enemy forwards
The ruggers would like to thank · The B-team also emerged vicdrove the ball deep into Xavier everyone for the fine turnouts for torious by a 12-3 margin. Bob Pater tramural basketball will come to a 34 seconds left in the contest, Dan
territory. The ball was quickly their last two games. Evecyone is in- scored first for Xavier on a magnifi- close. Three women's teams are still Sicking (who carried Samurai most
passed out to a Toledo center who vited back next week when Xavier cent break-away. The poirit after was fighting for the championship, while of the game) went to the line to shoot
broke through for the score. The meets the ·cincinnati Wolfhounds. good and the score was 6-0. Remain- the men's season has already ended. a one and one. Sicking missed the
Last Friday, Aprill4, the Samurai free throw and the Super Seven
conversion was good and Toledo led Match time is I :00 p.m. Also, a ing Xavier ·points came on two
6-4. The the momentum swung back special thanks to Gerry Humes and penalty kicks off the golden toe of Seven took on the Super _Seven. grabbed the rebound.
The Super Seven then went into a
in Xavier's direction. Cheered by one Hoe Hawk for their support of the Great Britain's own Brimelow who Both basketball teams were 7-0
incidentally is Xavier's outstanding (including playoff victories) going freeze until, with S seconds left,
of the largest crowds to witness a team.
.
match at Xavier in years, the boys
The weekend of April 8 the rugby coach. Miami Valley scored ·on a into the game, but many people felt Steve Morcum hit a IS foot shot
steadily moved the ball towards the team maintained its momentum penalty kick to make the final score that the Super Seven would be an from the right side to win the game
easy . winner. Super Seven had S9-S7.
· ·
Toledo end zone. Oil an excellent from the St. Louis tournament vic- 12-3.
On Sunday the team traveled to averaged over lOO points a game and . The two outstanding players in the
push from the Xavier pack, the ball - tory to win two in a row. The ruggers
was forced over the line and opened up on Saturday with the Mahilton to play the newly formed had beaten their opponents by 30 or game ·were SickinK of the
Samurai Seven, and Morcom
_ touched down in a joint effort by the tough and experienced Miami the inexperienced Hamilton R.F.C. more points.
of the Super Seven. Sicking conbig Donlin brothers, Joey and Jim- Valley Club. Xavier won the 'hard The ruggers ha~ an enjoyable afterThe game, however, was a classic. nected on one bomb after another
my. The extra points were good and fought game with a score of 14-6. noon in the sun by routing Hamilton
the Blue IS led by a scpre pf 10-6.
Miami Valley struck quic!cly when a with a score of 34-6. Scoring came · Both teams played extremely well and kept Samurai in the game. As
Once again Toledo came back and blocked Xavier kick rolled into the from everyone and his brother in- and w~re nev~r sepa.rated .by !"ore for Morcum, Jim Castrigano of the
tied the score at 10-10 when an op- zone and was fallen upon by a Miami, ~jj,iiii;,D~av;i;ie~A;Ile;';in;i;;.Miiii;;;;;;;;;;.____t...h•an;;;;e~tg~h..
t ;.p•m•n•ts.....w
..•.th~-;~-;'!e~m~tn;;u;.,.te Super Seven said, "Steve Morcum is
. ,ttte,~es~ p~ayer in.i~tr!lm.uralbasket1 . ·"Want to spend this iummer sailing the Caribbea~?
ball. He is a great all-around player
!
The Pacific? Europe? (:rulslng other parts of the world and should have played on Xavier's
01~--- ····
aboard salllng or power yachts? Boat owners need !_ars!!)'_~ea
Both teams, however, played great
crews! For Free Information, send a 13$ stamp· to game's and are to be congratulated.
Skoko, Box 20855, Texai 77025."
Women's basketball is still not
over._ln one semi-final game, Shea's
Shooters go against- Peppermint
Schnapps. This game appears to be a
contest of contrasting styles.
PREPARE FOR:
Shea's Shooters, who won the
championship first semester, depend
on Kathy ·Keefe and Peggy Shea for
most of their offense. Peppermint
Schnapps, on the other hand, has no
reid star. Though Joanne Walsh and
Ann Langill are the leading scorers,
NAT'L _DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
'the. Peppermint Schnapps depended
Flexible Progrema 6 Hours
mostly on teamwork.
'Chere IS a differenceIll
The other women's team left in the
For Information Plea_:e Call:
~~ u·
playoffs is Wing of Fire which has
already qualified for the champsionship game. Wing of Fire is the
309 Ludlow -Ave.
eoucArroNALCENTEA
only undefeated women's team this
year and has already beaten Shea's
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220 .
sP~~~1Lis"res";::.~rJ~~3s
Shooters once this year. The team
BOTTLED BY PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI,
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLl FREE: 800·223·1782
relies heavily on its starters Joan
Centers In Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland
2121 SUNNYBROOK DRIVE, 761-5800.
Geanuracos, Francis Merrill,_ and
Michelle Tocorzic. Wing of Fire
would appear to be the favorite to
win the championship, but Merrill
injured her . knee and is listed as
·:Travel-Study ProgramS pend 6 weeks in glorious,
doubtful for the game. If Merrill is
Summer travel-study experience. Spend 4 or 8
magnificent Strobl, Austria, while learning.
unable to play, Wing of Fire's
weeks in romantic ·Bogota, capital city of
chances
are greatly diminished and it
German language and liberal arts; international
Colombia, at Pontifical Javeriana University
~.0'-:!ld_~~-- ~~¥.~~-~·s ballgame:_ .....,.._
posing team mem.ber plowed in for
the score. Xavier answered · the
Over the last two weeks the Xavier Toledo score with MiJCeBrennaii's.
Rugby Club played two tough and penalty kick making it 13-10 Xavier.
exciting matches. On Saturday, With the game coming to a close, a
AprilS, the ruggers defeated Miami weary Xavier team failed to hold off
Valley Rugby Club by a score of 14- a final Toledo attack. The dis6. On the following day, the team heartened crowd watched as a
downed the newly formed Hamilton Toledo star broke several tackles on
Rugby Club by a score of 36-4. Then, his way t~ the winning score. He
last weekend the ruggers suffered tnade his own conversion to make the
their first defeat at the hands of score 16-13 .. A last surge by Xavier
Toledo. The team record currently fell short and the boys suffered their
first defeat. It was truly an excellent
stands at 6-1.
game by both sides.
·
The Xavier B-side was more
Xa\'ier succumbed to the Celtics
of Toledo last weekend. The successful, winning their contest by a
Muskies began the scoring when a score of 10-6. Brian Brimelow conkick from Joe Shockey rolled into verted two penalty kicks accounting
·fhe end zone and was recovered and for six of the Xavier points. The four
touched down on a heads up play by remaining points came drom Dave
Jim "Stick" Castrigano. The point Allen who took a pass from
By BILL HOLOHAN
New• St•fl Writer
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SUMJ\'IER IN AUSTRIA
SPANISH IN SO-UTH AMERICA I

learning Spanish language & literature. Live in
private homes; enjoy conducted tours of Bogota. 4
week programs in July and in August: $900. 8 week
program starts in July: $1320. Fee inchidestuition;
room and board in private homes; round trip flight
Miami,_ Fla. to Bogota; guided tours. Call Dr.
Vega at 745-3628 or office at 745-3356 or mail the
following to XAVIER COLLEGE OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207:

relations and social studies. Earn. 12 semester
hours ( 18 qtr) college credits from July 9 to August
119; $1700 price-includes round trip air travel from
•N.Y. to Strobl, conducted tours through areas of
interest near Strobl; tickets to performances of
Salzburg Festival; course tuition, room board
· and registration. For complete information cali
• Dr. Beigel, 2210846, or Xavier College of
Continuing Education, 745-3356, OR mail the
fo.no.wing ~o XU College of Continuing Education,
Cmtt,. Ohw 45207;

BOGOTA SCH-EDULE

STROBL SCHEDULE

~t.ddress: ____- - ' - - - - - - - - - - - -

:Name:
IAddress-:----~---------------------

Name: _______________________________

~~!~r~c;:~~~;d~-~!~~o~!! _______~
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Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
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NEWS

Muskies stomp Rebels 2-1; 10-1
By ROGER ROSENTHAL

those belonged to Freshman Dave
Writer
Ballman, who is swinging a hot bat
On Monday the lOth, the Muskies of which even Pete Rose would be
entertained the Rebels of Thomas · proud.
More and when the dust settled, the
Ballman, out of Lasalle, knocked
X. U. gang had picked a pair 2-1, and in the lone run as well. Jim Broxter10-1.
man suffered the loss. He allowed six
In the opener; Hal Franke pitched hits.
well, but in the 6th inning he was hit
In the nightcap, st~rter Jim Clear
on the elbow with a batted ball and got bombed early as B.G.jumped on
had .to leave.
the lefty for five runs in one plus inJim Broxterman came on to pitch l}ings.
and then picked up his third win of
At this time Coach Bill Wolff sumthe season.
moned Mark Holstegge, a
.The Muskies first run came when sophomore out of Mt. Healthy.
Tom Schiller singled Tom Merkle Holstegge pitched a "whale of a
home. The winning run came in the game" allowing one run in five inbottom of the seventh when Jeff nings plus. .
.
Whelan scored all the way from first
As in the past, X. U. couldn't get
base when the Thomas More catcher their bats warm. Two bright spots·
tried to gun him down;
were once.again Dave Ballman, who
In the nightcap, the Xavier bats collected two hits, as did Marty
came alive as did their legs. Jim Mayer.
Rieder picked up the victory.
On Monday April 3, Wolff and
The Muskies pounded out ten hits Co. journeyed to Morehead State ·
as Tom Merkle went two for two and and came away with a split.
collected two RBI's as well as stealThe home team won the first game
ing five bases. Tom Schiller collected 6-5, as Ed Williams absorbed the
two hits in three plate appearances loss. TheMuskiesgotseven hits, two
and knocked in three runs.
coming off the bat of Rick Bowling.
Two days later, the baseballers . The Muskies jumped out quick in
trucked over to Northern Kentucky the second contest to win 84. Andy
and· got bumped twice by the Dillltlan picked up the win.
Norsemen by an identical84 score.
X. U. scored five runs in the second
The ·Muskies' record now stands at inning. The hitting stars were Bowl7-12.
ing (2 for 4, 3 RBI'S), Ballman (2 for ·
• ***•
' 4, 2 RBI'S), Todd Weber (2 for 3).
·The Muskies' win over Miami
Thursday, April 6, was Opening
April 8 was the first in the school's Day for the Reds, but the Muskies
history.
were thinking about other tJ:tings,
· Bill Wolff&. Co. pulled off a triple mainly the Miami Invitational
play against Northern Kentucky..
Tournament.
Games thisweek ... Apr. 20atClev.
In their first game, ·the Muskies
St. (2), Apr. 22 Wright St. (2) I p.m., dumped rival U.C. 6-2, and BroxterApril 26 Northern Ky (2) 2 p.m.
man posted the victory. The Elder
• • • • • ·
graduate .allowed four hits.
The Muskie baseballers, after winThe hitting attack was keyed by
ning one o( six in Florida, returned - Ballman (2-3) and Bm.vling (2-2).
. to their homelands Sunday Apr. 2,
On Friday, the Muskies were
only to drop a double-header at the dumped by Miami4-0. Williams was
hands of the Falcons of Bowling the loser as his teammates could .
Green. The scores were 2-1 and 6-2. muster only two hits.
In their second game Friday, Bill
In the opener, the Xavier nine
could mu_~~~!__ onl}'_.1_ hits.- ,Two of\ Wolfrs crew beat U.C. 2~1. Dillma·~New1 Sport•

won, allowing the Bearcats only four
hits. The victory put the Muskies in
the championship against host
Miami.
In Saturday's opener, the
Redskins were victors 3-0. The game
went eight innings with Holstegge
the hard luck loser. The Muskies
managed two hits.
In the nightcap, the X.U. crew
prevailed 4-3 with clear posting the
win. The hitting star was Dan
Westerheide who had a double and
home run .
At weeks end the Muskies record Sheila Connelly of the Snatchers smacks e herd grounder In women's
stands at 5-10.
Intramural competition. The Snatchers defeated the Left Overs 20- 5.

Club to sail in _Schultz Regatta
SA) Champtonshtp.
_
.
As the sc~ool ~~ar come.s to .an
Wtth the commg ofSprmg and ns- end, the Xavter Satltng Club ts losmg
ing temperatures, th~ Xavier Sailing five of its respected members: Rudy
C~ub/ Te~m has had tts ":ork cut out. Siegel, Steve Fa.der, John H~llmann,
Ftr~t, ~tth the upco~mg Schultz Deann.e Kendnck and .Katte Pear~nvttatton Regatta Aprtl 22. and 23, son. Each ~~e has contnbu~ed muc~
tts me!fl.bers have been qutte. busy · to the sailtng cl~b dunng thetr
orgamzmg pre-race commtttees. enrollments at Xavter.
. ~i~gel won secon~ place in the A
This regatta is held eve~ spring in
honor of former. XU Satltng ~oach, d!vtsto~ of the Bt~ Ten ChamSteve Schultz. N me schools Wtll par- ptonshtp Regatta hts sophomore
ticiate in the event, inlctiding Ohio year. This past ~pring both Siegel
State, UC, Wisconsin and Miami.
and Fader sailed as A and B division
The regatta, beginning 10 a.m. skippers for Xavier in the Midwest
Saturday, will be held at Cowan Collegiate SailingAssociatiot:t (MCLake- one hour from XU and just SA) Spring Championship and
north of Fort Ancient. The Sailing finished eighth out of twenty-four.
Ciub inivtes all those interested to Siegel has also held several offices in
come out to the lake since it should the past, some of which were vicebe quite an exciting weekend.
commodore his freshman and
In addition to organiztional ac- sophomore years, commodore his
tivities for Xavier's regatta, the team sophomore and junior years, and
participated in a 470 regatta held in rear-commodore his senior year.
Ann Arbor, Michigan last weekend. Future plans include sailing in the
Commodore Tim Grell, Jim .One Ton North American ChamWinkler,. John Dugan, John pionships on the Albatrosse, a
Graham, Jim Vorwald, and Jim thirty-six foot Peterson-design sail
~og represented ·xavier's sailing
boat. Ted Turner; winner of the
team. Xavier placed fourth.
American Cups award, will also be
· Other regattas this sailing season participating in_ this event. This
include regattas at Lakeland, the summer Siegel will be working on
Area 3 eliminations at Ohio board the Albatrosse as shipmaster.
Wes
and the Midwest
The
of Fader's sailing
•

By DEBBIE WRIGHT
New• ~18n wruer .

skip,"'er's award presented by Coach
Tom Grogan last year. Siegel receiv-.
ed this award too. Fader also won
the low division B skipper in the 1976
Hoosier Classic. Both Grogan and
Fader·were finalists in the Olympic .
trials, qualifying them in the MidWest region for the Olympics in the
470 class. In addition, Fader held
three offices in his last four years on
the sailing team; treasurer, race team
captain and commodore.
H '
h
d t be
. . e11 ma~ b~s a 1so t!ro~e h ~ b
qutte a va ua e mem r 0 t e c u ·
He served a~ rear com~odo.re f~r
!W~ consecuttve years an~ durmg. hts
JUntor year he was elected vtc~
~ommodore. d T~~ h ~ommo~oJ~ s
hup, an ~war htc 1.~.pre~nbe h 0
t e mem er~ 0 t e sat mg c u w 0
have contnbuted the ~ost, was
aFwdardedH t~ Hell~ann, S!e~~· an~
a er. . e manns org~mza ton
the .xadvht~r rehgatta twdo years ago
mertte tm t e awar ·
Pearson was active in the regattas
and participated regularly in intramtirals.
·
Kendrick· served as the Midwest
Collegiate Sailing Association
Reports Chairman. She was also an
active supporter of the sailing club
and sailed frequently at ·Lake
Cowan.

to

graduate
from Xavier
as an Army
officer.
While you're earning your· college
degree, you can· also prepare for a responsible position as an officer in the
active Army or Reserves.
Army ROTC offers you leadership
deyelopment courses which result in
your officer's commission upon graduation.
Army ROTC is a program in management. You'll learn to lead others,
to handle money and equipment .
experiences you'll find valuable m
civilian as well as military jobs.
You'll also find Army ROTC valuable during college. There's $2000 of
financial aid during your junior and
senior years. And opportunities for
full-tuition scholarships.
If you want to graduate with more
than a degree, look into Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For details, contact:

Captain Jim Dregne
St. Barbara Hall
745-3646
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Heimlich-"s work me.rits ·g.rant
to continue research, lectu·res
•

•

1

•

•

. Compulsive developer of. lllinios and· 20 other states,
and Purdue University. Their
scientific solutions to human ills is a restaurants are required by Jaw to ·research is directed to the
good description of Dr. Henry J. post 'prominently a chart ·depicting developmen~ of the aforementioned
Heimlich. Recently appointed the Heimlich Maneuver. Many
portable oxygen supply and,
professor of advanced clinical states also require it to be taught in eventually, a miniaturized artificial
sciences at Xavier, Heimlich will the schools.
heart-lung substitute that will be
conduct research ·and provide
Heimlich founded the Dysphagia
implanted in such patients to
lectures and other presentations Foundation. Dysphagia means the . oxygenate -their blood. The Claude
related to his activities to Xavier's inability to swallow food. For fiv<:
Worthington Benedum Foundation
departments of biology, chemistry, years he served as president of the
(Pittsburgh, Pa.) has contributed
$100,000, the Corbett Foundation
and psychology.
National Cancer Foundation.
The University has received a
· At present, Heimlich .is working $30,000 and the United States Air
•
Stell photo by Anne K. Abele
Force $68,000 to underwrite the
$500,000 five-year grant from the with three other scientists on the
Dr. Henry J. Heimlich, Xavier professor, will be conducting research and lee·
Joseph and Helen Regenstein · development of a portable oxygen
research.
tures related to his work at Xavier.
·
Foundation (Chicago, III.) and a supply for people who suffer from
Heimlich is also studying· the
$50,000 grant from the Corbett emphysema and other chronic lung curative effects of electromagnetic
Foundation (Cincinnati, Ohio) for diseases. ·There is a canister of fields and microwave heat for the
the year 1978 to support Heimlich's oxygen on the· market which will treatment . of cancer in the
0. K. Muskies, its time to sharpen awareness day.
work.
supply oxygen for a half hour if it is laboratories at Xavier.
The Task Force was set up to
your wits and find out how much
In addition to his research and you think you know on the facts investigate the use of alcohol on
Years before the "Heimlich administered in the traditional
Maneuver" becamse a household manner: Heimlich and his lecturing at Xavier, Heimlich about drinking .. See if you can Xavier's campus; and to help
word, Heimlich's scientific colleagues have devised a way to continues to perform· surgery in the ·answer the following six questions prevent drinking problems from
happening at X. U;
accomplishments were well known adminsiter t~e contents of that same Cincinnati h'ospitals with which he is correctly. True or false:
canister over a seven to eight. hour ·affiliated. Heimlich was director of
The Task Force does not pass any
. 1. Alcohol is usually classfied as a
in the world of medicine.
period. Testing on animals has been surgery at Jewish Hospital prior to stimulant.
type
of moral judgements on social
The Heimlich operation for
completed; testing on humans has accepting, his present positon at
2. A person cannot become an or behavioral patterns of life at
constructing a new esophagus was
recently begun.
·
Xavier.
Xavier .. The concern for alcoholism
alcoholic by drinking beer.
the first successfpl replacement of an
Educated at Cornell University
Heimlich is in good company. The
3. Approximately to% of fatal is a real one and is not to be taken
internal organ. The prodecure, now
an accepted and widely used three scientists· working with him and Cornell Medical College, highway accidents are alcohol lightly.· Statistics have shown that
one out of every 10 persons in the
technique, has an advantage over are also outstanding men: Neil' Heimlich served as surgical resident. related.
Armstrong,
first
man
on
the
moon
at
Mt.
Sinai
and
Bellevue
Hospitals
U.S. abuse alcohol and have a
4.
Alcohol
costs
the
U.S.
25
more recently developed organ
and now professor of aerospace in New York City. During World billion dollars annually.
serious drinking problem.
transplants. The new esophaJlUS is a
In a nation whose most widely
5. Eating while drinking will have
tube formed from the patient's engineering at the University of War II he served as a surgeon in the
United States Navy Group China no effect on slowing down the abused drug is alcohol, it is
own stoma.ch and, therefore, is not CinCinnati; George Rieveschl, Ph.
D., chemist, inventor of benadryl (which has been classified as absorption of alcohol in the body.
important to be on the lookout for
rejected by the body.
(the first antihistamine), and voluntary extrahazardous overseas
6. Drinking coffee or taking a cold . the possibility of problem drinkers
The Heimlich Valve for chest president of the University of duty) invol¥ing two years in China shower can be an effective way of at school, or among families and
drainage is c;redited, in the Reader's Cincinnati Foundation's Board of behind Japanese lines. Most of the "sobering up."
friends,' according . to Task Force
Digest, September 1967 issue, with Trustees; and Edward Patrick, time was spent in inner Mongolia
On Thursday, April 20, the members. The awareness day is
saving hundreds of lives in the M.D., Ph.D., professor of electrical the Gobi Desert.
Alcohol Task Force at Xavier will being designed· to inform students
Southeast Asian conflict and is now engineering at Purdue University
Heimlich . is also an active sponsor an alcoholic awareness day on what they can do if they know
widely used in civilian chest surgery and the foremost authority on lecturer and author on non-medical in cooperation with the Food Week someone who· h'as a problem with
and emergency facilities.
computerization in medicine.
subjects. He speaks throughout the Committee. This day will primarily alcohol. Very often, colle&£
The Heimlich Maneuver is a
Informally called "HARP" for the world at universities and various focus on how to consume alcoholic campuses have no facilities with
technique for dislodging food or first initials of ,their surnames organizations on "Medicine of the beverages in a responsible manner, which to treat the problems. and
other objects caught in the throat by ·(Heimlich, Armstrong, Rieveschl,
Future,''. "The Machine as hopefully eliminating the dangers complexities of alcohol abuse.
suddenly compressing the·air in the and· Patrick), the four scientists Humanitarian," and on his "Pattern and unnecessary risks on college
If students are. not aware that
lungs to force the object out. Since constitutue the Institute of for Peace," how the proper use of campuses which result from alcohol alcoholism on college campuses is
its inception five years ago it hil,s . Engineering and Medicine, which computers in planning the future abuse.
possible, then there can be little hope.
been credited with saving more than utilizes the combined facilities· of can maintain peace throughout the
The awareness day will be that any workable solutions to the
2000Iives.'!llany ofthemchildren:·In Xavier, University of Cincinnati; world._.
'" J . ,;, ,.,,,.,
designed to: ;provide. ,students; ;with,; PfP..~~e~ ..~~n,~ r~su]t. ,Un~il studc;nts,
information' about .. alcohol and kno~ the basic. facts and potential
dangers· about alcohol, .there is no.
"TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS - Seasonal and year-round. clubs; where to. go if they need assistance sense
in trying to solve the problem
with an. alcohol-related· .problem.
good playing and teaching background Call (301) 654-3770, or send 2 complete
Pamphlets, movies and open of alcoholism on .campuses.
resumes and 2 pictures to: Cot
R.eade, W.T .S., 8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite disc~ssoins will hightlight the Awareness day-hopesw dojustwhat
·it says - to make students aware of
1011, Chevy Ch.ase, MD lOOtS.'' . . :, ·' .
the possible problems which alcohol· .
.::.' :':-; . -~
Contact:Lens Wearers
abuse
rnay incur.
_,·_, ____ ,
Save money on your brand name
By the way, the answers to the ·
hard and· ·soft lens supplies. •Send
questions at the beginning of the
for free illustrated catalog.· <·
arti«le are: I. F. 2. F. 3. T. 4. T.5. F,.i'
Contact Lens Supply ·Center ·
6;F. ,, F.or information about,
34.1 E. Camelback ·
these facts, and more, stop by one of,
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
the pisplays on awareness day.
•' .. . . .. ·,

Alcoholism to be discussed

R.·

An invitation to Collegt;,Students
and lf.igh School Seniors:
~

/

There·is a Mary.khtilL
.missioner in. Cincinnati
ready to

~alk

·. ·. ·~,:3s. Hatch Mt . :Adarrls

to you

.

. 621-3666

about your career as

··.ct~a~9~Uli~~~

a mtsstoner overseas ..

Monday Nigh~-

. .

. .

From his experience in Maryknoll's Hong Kong
·missions, Father Huvane is qualified to describe the
mission career, and to help you evaluate your prospects for success and happiness in .it. Mail· the
coupon to FatherHuvane, or telephon.e hiin to arrange a career interview in the Cincinnati area ..·
I

ADDRESS

Night. ·.
College Nigljt·' . :-· .-

Speciat ·on Draft Beer· ·.

••

••
_______________,________. . ·.-+:-

·'·

AGE _ _ _ PHONE - - - - - - - - - C L A S S - - - - - - - - - SCHOOL

T~esday

e
·e
e
e
e
e.
e
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Renaissance··occurs in Classics
By DON TASSONE

provide advantages for the typical "You see,· we're not only part of the
·
· whole educational process, just as
student.
It's that long white building on the · "We .administer. tests to all in- career-oriented. courses are only a
north edge of campus. The one you coming freshmen interested in tak- part of that process."
see on your way to the sports com- ing a classics course to fulfill their
The department is optimistic that
plex. The HAB building? you say. language requirement," he explain- the recent trend of increased enrollNo, not necessa~ily. The building is ed. "Depending on how well they ment in classics courses will conNorth Hall, and the subject is score, th~y may 'test out' of three, tinue. Fr. Edward Burke of the
classics - {or any student.
six, or possibly even nine hours of a . department feels that classics may be
"We suffer considerabry being foreign language, and so leave room under a sort of "pendulum effect.''
identified with only the HAB for any other free elective they might "There are times of g·reat interest in
program,". explained Dr. John wish to take.''
the classics, and then there are times
Rettig, Chairman of · the Classics
But why take a classics course in when interest tends to wane,'\ he
Department at Xavier. "But we per- the first place? Dr. Rettig offered a said. "This seems to be a time when
form a series of separate functions, number of reasons.
students are showing·more concern
all of which serve ·the educational
"The Greek and Latin civilizations and interest. We hopeitcontinues."
needs of the whole student body."
are foundational to all western
Rettig called the recent increase in
The. classics department at XU is civilization," he noted. "Both played non-HAB courses ..as~onishing,"
just. that: a department which aims at a major role in shaping it, both are · and said that the decline in Latin
the study of the ancient classics, essential to understanding our own ·studies at the high school level seems
namely Latin and Greek. But the stu- culture today. The classics helped to to have "bottomed out.''
dent interested in fulfilling his social develop us, and they continued to in·
science or hu~anities requirement fluence us."
by means of a Classics course need
Rettig stressed that a classical
not have a _knowledge of either the education must be looked upon as a
latin or Greek language, according liberal arts discipline, 'rather than as
By MARK LUEBBERS
to Rettig. ·
NewalteffWrffer
a way to explicitly approach a cer"Enrollment for all our non- tain occupation in the job market.
Student teacher evaluations are
. language courses was up last "I'm not going to say that Latin and finally being processed and, accorsumester," he said, "courses such as Greek will help you get a better job. ding to Student Government ViceRoman and Greek history, Greek It's not our educational function to president Marty Brennan, they
literature and mythology. And the pinpoint jobs," he said. "But perhaps should be available to students
evaluations we received for those cla~sical studies will help enable the within the next two weeks.
courseswere suprisingly good.'~
· Brennan is in charge of this year's
student to. exercise his ability and inRettig also said evaluations were tellect a· little more and, further, to evaluations and is determined to put
good and enrollment was up in other grow and develop more fully as a them together and make them directclassics courses designed to allow the· human person," he added.
ly available to the students as well as
student to meet his 12-hour foreign
And for tt,e student who is striving faculty and administartion.
language requirement. In regli,rd to to earn a complete education, Evaluations of teachers by students
this type of classics course, Rettig . refraining from the classics will leave have been done at Xavier for about
added that ·his department may him short-changed, Rettig said. five years by have never befo.re been
NIWI Steff Writer
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Stell photo by Anne K.

Dr. John Rettig, Chairmen of the Clesslcs Dept., says students may be
getting bock to the basl,cs. ·

Class evaluations available soon

Pitch :1n Week is a big success
By PEG CONNELLY
· A11octete Editor

"The 'results were just
phenomenal," Student Senator
Dave Scalett said of Pitch-in Week.
The week-long project of which
Scaletta was chairman, culminated
in a community trash pick~up on
Saturday, April 16, during which
Scaletta estimates 200 bags of trash
were collected.
Jim Linsenmeyer of the
H'eidelberg Brewery, distributors of
AnheUser Busch beer, approached
student government and offered to ·
·sponsor Xavier in the National
Collegiate Pitch-In Conference com.;,
petition. Later, Cincinnati
Mayor Gerald Springer issued a·
proclamation declaring April 10-16
Cincinnati Pitch-In Week.
Heidelberg · Brewery supplied
trash bags. buttons •.bumperstickers ·

and a truck. At 10 a.m. Saturday, 4050 Xavier students began cleaning
up on campus and ~;tt otl-canipus
locations in Avondale, Evanston,
and on Herald Avenue. They were
joined by Mayor Springer and
Councilman Kenneth Blackwell.
Scaletta said fourth floor West
Kuhlman also deserves special men•
tion for its participation, and he adds
that he was pleased by the number of
commuters who participated.
·
Scaletta 'said that the U.S. Shoe
Corporation, a factocy on Herald
Avenue near campus, brought out
Cokes for all the participants, and
many neighborhood residents
offered refreshments. At a party held
after the clean-up, Heidelberg
Breweries supplied free beer for all
the participants. .
The national competition, in
which many colleges participate,
offers three first
of.Sl,OOO,and

available to students, usually as a responses and results are accuarte,"
result of poor planning and Brennan noted.
.The evaluations were mailed to
organization. This year the. results
will be published in booklet form commuters this year and distributed
and probably placed in the in the dorms through Rick Hulefeld,
Bookstore and University Center Program Coordinator, and the
lobbies. Copies will be mailed to Senior Resident staff. "Over 37% of
Senior Residents to have on hand in the evaluations were returned, a very
good return,'' Brennan said. "The
the dornis.
The purpose of the evaluations, . same format will be used next year."
One change will be incorporated
according to Brennan, is to provide
students with information on ift next year's evaluations, however.
courses before pre-registration. The evaluations, which are being
"Hopefully, it will cut down on the compiled by Senators this year, will
number of droP-ped classes," he said. be included in the responsibilities of
The evaluations focus on infor- a new Student Government
the Academic
. mation concer11ing particular organization teachers .and the way particular Recommendations and Evaluations
classes are taught. "I believe the Committee.

three second and third· prizes each of
$500 and $250 respectively. The.
winners will be announced late in
May, but Scaletta said, "We don't
really care about the prize. We were
just notified of the contest last week,
and most schools that participated
have known about it for months.''
· He said the project gave "Xavi~r
. some good PR after this week of all
the Last Tango publicity- two local
T.V. stations showed up," and improved relations with the
neighborhood.

nobody
asked!

Because of Heidelberg's sponsorship, Xavier's student ·govern- ·
ment did not spend any money· on
the' project, but Scaletta · is considering ordering T -shirts for the ·
parti~ipants. He estimated these
would cost about $100, which could
be paid for from the SISO made on
. other recycling projects this

He was in his twenties.
So was she •
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful •. creative.
Both· cared about people
and cared for them.
..
How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How qome she never thought'
.of being a nun 1
"No one ever ask.ed me:'
they said.
Is this your sto~y7
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.
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Last Tango controvers-y forces clarification· of goals
Xavier's recent tango with a
controversial film has raised serious
questions on the university's
responsibility to provide intellectual
leadership within the Cincinnati
community, the student body's
capacity to determine suitable
material for review in an academic
framework and the faculty's
authority to sponsor the presentation of controversial works.
Cancellation of the scheduled
showings of the film Lost Tango in
Paris has resulted in· pervasive
ramifications.

This letter. which has since been
considered the administration's
positon paper, was addressed to
Fontana because the English.
Department agreed to co-sponsor
the presentation of Lost Tango with
the Student Government "Film

. a . s,.).
Y
.

.

.,

. .

·

.

Committee. It is important to note
here that neither the English
Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J.,
Dep!lrtment or Student GovernAcademic Vice President, introment have withdrawn support ofthe
duced an April II letter to Dr.
film.
·
Ernest Fontana, English DepartBrennan concluded the letter-with
ment Chairman, with the following
Lost Tango's cancellation but first
assertion: "The university
cited his reasons for this decision.
recognizes that controversial films,
The key reason, as he explained at
writings, and art works may
legitimately and properly be subject the student/ faculty protest assembly
to analysis and discussion · in an April 14, was his "honest
academic setting a.nd under conviction that Lost Tango in Paris
circumstances cafculated to . is not an appropriate entry in Xavier
encourage serious and responsible University's film series as popular
study. It is essential· that in all its and public entertainment."
academic activities the university be Brennan's judgement seems to rest
free to exe.rcise the critical functions on three specific points:. the
in an. orderly and professional importance of the formal distinction .
manner."
between film as art and. film as

-

entertainment, the total atmosphere
·surrounding the film's presentation
and clear procedural.principles.
The distinction Brennan draws
between art and entertainment is
essential to his argument against the
showing of the film." The formal
distinction between the film as art
and the film as entertainment must
.be functional in an institution like
Xavier," he wrote. "As a Catholic
institution, Xavier ·may justifiably
decline to provide popular·
entertainment, especially public
· entertainment, when such entertainment appears to involve a departure from the institution's
stated principles .. ·." Yet, this
distinction is questionable. "(It)
seems to me a false wchotomy - as
if art and enjoyment were mutually
exclusive," Dr. John Getz, English
Pr~fessor, wrote in a letter of protest
to Brennan April 16.
.
Obviously, the whole context in
which the film was to be presented
can be safely labelled sensational. As
Brennan noted, "The total
atmosphere should prepare the
audience for an intellectual
experience rather than for a
sensational event." This is a valid
point necessary to a complete
discussion of
issue. Brennan,

acting as Ac:ademic·Vice President!
would not be constrained to adhere
to Cincinnati community standards
of acceptable viewing matter, but he
would be required to consider the
film's reception within the Xavier
community.
A certain amount of sensational
reaction must be expected given the
novelty of a · highly controversial
film at Xavier. This might even be
viewed as a healthy eventuality. As
Fontana noted in his own letter of
protest to Brennan, dated April 12,
"The riotous reaction of the
surrounding community and- some
of Xavier's own faculty demonstrates an uneasiness about primary
"texts," a preference for the secondhand, the tepid and tlie schematic
and an unwillinsness to engage in
the difficuit and humblins
experience of empathy, analysis,
and judgement that a complex
primary text - literary or cinematic
· - demands." He concluded, "I
believe a free man, one who is
liberally educated, is one who is free
from fear; he does not fear his bod,,
his sexuality, his emotions, or his fellow man. The episode of The Lost
Tango demonstrates that the dignity
of a free mali is riot to be won
'without dust and heat."'
Brennan admitted in the April 14
assembly that he was unaware of
lAst Tango's scheduled showing
until an article appeared on the film
in the Cincinnati Post April 8. His

concern. with clear procedure is
perhaps then apparent. "The process
whereby the English Department
adopted this film aft.er its earlier
rejection by Student Development is
of some concern if only because no
retrievable sround rules ·and no
procedural principles seem to have
been enunciated on either· side."
Getz refuted this argument. "I
submit that the principles under
which the English Department
proceeded were clearly enunciated.
There was nothh1g covert about our
decision to sponsor the movie," he
wrote. "It is true we did so because
there seemed .no· other way around
Mr. Shearer's veto. Our p~rpose,
howe~er, was not to undermine !tis
authority but to provide what seen\ed
· to be the only possible forum fo~ a
ftlm which many qualified critics on
and off campus consider a work of
art..."
·
·
·The News, while it must
acknowledge the difficulty iff
Brennan's decision, supports the
efforts of Student Government and
the English Department to present
Lost Tango in Paris. The cancellation is an affront to stud~nt and
faculty authority to act in concert to
thoughtfully explore· a contemporary film in an academic
framework. It is hoped that at the
very least the controversy will resul·t
in fruitful dialogue on acceptable
criteria for judgement of a film.
-RGS

Publicity problems ·plague Free U.
Breen Lodge -initiated the Free agreed to extend their classes if new
University program about five years students enroll. One may enroll by
ago. The original program i~cluded phoning Breen Lodge. ·
assertiveness training and weight
· Free University_is one of the most
reduction basically for women. As worthwhile programs open to the
people came forward with new entire Xavier community, Breen
course suggestions, Free University should be commended /for its
grew. This year Free University sponsorship and chastised for their
offers 26 courses ranging from ballet
to Tolkein to "how to do" just about
anything.
Certain difficulties are apparent
in the program this year, however.
The main problems are poor
organization and a lack of publicity.
Mary Slovic, Breen Staff member lack of organization and publicity.
The News hopes that future Breen
and current Free University Director, blamed "internal problems" Lodge staffs will accept the
Sl8ff pholo blf Anne K. Abele
The 1977-78 Xavier News Editorial Board bows oulaslhe new alall preparealo lake charge. Pictured from left: ~rank X. within Breen Lodge for the publicity challenge of developing a Free
BuJold, Associate Editor;· Rocclna Slellalano, Managing Editor; Greg Goolaby, Asioclale Editor; Peg Connelly; · breakdown.· She is still working to · University program while ·.learning
·.·' ·
A11oclate Editor; and Rita Schoenfeld, Editor-In-Chief. The old atall congratulates the new Board and wlahea them increase awareness and involvement from past mistakes. · .
luck, perseverance and the c,onllnued ~upporl of the Xavier community.
in the· program. Instructors have
." -FXB
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than a decade go most chidren with students. If· a group of Xavie.r other already. In addition,· ·the
cystic fibrosis. died before they students. would like more informa- months· this summer of working on
reached.schoot·age. Because of im- lion, a speaker is available.
the .house, the common problems,
. proved therapy techniques; in.Runners (students, faculty,· and and the fact that we:ve all come to
creasing numbers of individuals with staff) maY bC· interested in par- consider the house "home~ has knit
To the Editor:
CF are surviving to adolescence and ticipating in the annual Thomas No- us together. However,. each.Qne of,us
.During the past week while most .
adulthood with the ability to lead ble Memor,ial Run sponsored every is still very inde'pendent; everyone
· If w. at· h To· the Eda'tor.·
of ou.r campus conce~ne d atse
fimore normal
· active
f d lives. For this
· . fall by stude.nts at Miami Una·v·er- has interests and belon•s
"' .. to gr_oups
h
t h
f
arst generation o a ult patients, an- sity, Participants run from Oxford outside the house.
· :_
0
s ow!ng or no s owmg·a movae
Ann Brown's tra"L .. te to Marty d d "
II CF
·
h
·
·
ou
ee · aor a ·
pataents, researc
to the state capital.·. Proceeds are
Any.·group that comes to live at
quest aona ble va Iue_ '. som.e. 0 f us were Sha'ddenhel
'77 . (Xav•"er News,
·
h · h
·d h h
·f
oiven for cystic fibrosis research.
Rattermann will-form sorie.. kind of
more co?cerned LA
~cause a perso~of , ·March 'fS).~
p· omp't"s
to write to remaans
h . .,. t'J'ear ope
d fi.an d t e ope o
.,.
w 1
t ear aama aes .an raen s.
·
Not all of us can be actively· in- "com. munity.~· but each year will be.
Unquestlon b' valu
.
a •e
e. as eavang you, your co agu.es and your fellow
H 0 -, b ·· If ·
h
our campus
~ Y· atse •s .not enous · volved in research itself, but there · different. There is apossibility for·a
·
·
· .·
students. Mi . Brown's p·ortraa't· of Resear"h
doll
·
f or · Rattcr.., requa'res
. .
. ars. T o un d er- are many ways to help young cystic ·rat her ·1a rge turnover
Afteroversevenyearsofserviceto Marty is·
nsitively written. take ~arch se~ka~g :a c~mtrol ·fibrosis patients who like Marty mann in·· the coming year:: at :least
the Xavier ~ommunity at larse. and. Although ·I did not know Marty per.- and/.or c;ure ~or cystac f~brosas, the . Shiddenhelm did, wonder what it two, and possibly five out of rihlc'of
1
the dorm students in particular, sonally, I know a number of fine \ Cys~ac Fib~os!s Foundataon was es- would be. ·like to take a normal us are , not planning to reapply.
·
·
.
Those who do reapply will· fill out an
Dave Tom has joined the firm of young people like him: "courageo,us, \tabhshed \ m 19SS. From a small · breath.
Mike. . Albert.· Leasing. We con- witty, an.d. blessedwith·an un.endin.B paren•
,..oup·
the ·Foundata'on·
·
·- ·-· ......· _ Very
· ·t.ruly .yours, app I'1cat'aon~n
· d go th roughthe':an
·· t er, . ..,.
·
·
· . . . has .·
sratulate. Mike .Albert.·--:-. they have . spirit of e11duranee.-•~ And, like Mar-. srown to ov.er ~~ h~ndre~.chapters;.
·· .. • "Mn; John L DOdse .view 0 n.an equal basis with everyone ·.
an employee of. great intesrity. and t.y, they have cystic· fibrpsis. ·. ·. ·. · . The Gre.ater .. Canca~nata. Chapter
Public Relations Direi:tor · ·et!ie. ·. •·
. .
: ·
Cyst.ic fibrosis is a genetic disease· se~s1 e•sht,. countaes' -an· ·south- .
·
·
,t woLal~ like lo ·urge j,eople to
intellisence, and~ especially, a truly
Christian gentleman.:
affe.ctins t.he exocrinesystemusually wes · m,Ohio and·t.hreC.~cOunties in
thmk.about·:applying,for ~xt'year.
·
· ·
.
·It will·not:t;e:like:stepping irito·an
. Thoseofus:whohaveworkedwith · manifeste~·-·.by problems' with bot.h. Ket;nucky'-~·andd~diaiia; -The:· · · · ·
Dave, for many years or few, admire respiration and disestion,.. The dis-,. Cystic . Fibrosis·.. Center.._for ·area
already. established; fixed communi· ..
and respect ·him; He has' given of ease. occurs approximatel~.·once. in ·patientsisatChi_ld n'sHospitaland·
'ty;-Rat,mnanncould movei~many
.
If
If' hi f
every sixteen hundred births. Itis es- js, su~port.ed in: part by .. bot.h· the
directions ... depending on who is
hamse
so-unse 15 Y ·or so many.
ta'mated that •here are about •en
·
I F
d ·
·
·
•
•
nat.aona oun ataon. and the IOc:al . To the· Editor: .
there. The only t.ruly basic thinss arj:
We wish for Dave and his family a million Cf' gene carriers in the Uni- · · Chapter• ..In addition t.o our fundWith applications for RatterRauermitni'l's academic orientation
future filled with great joy and much ted States. At ttie present time. there raising acti.vities, we are dedicated to mann House comins out ina week or , and the willingness on the part ofits
success.
. is no cure for cystic fibrosis. nor is . increasing community aware.ness of so, it's important that. a few points be 'inhabitants to W~fk. physically on
Mel Counts there a way t.o detect the symptom- cystic fibrosis and the purpose of the straightened out. Rattermann is an . house improwment.s. ·.
- ··
Kathleen McQuaide less carriers now. In :the past. Cystic Fi.brosis. Foun~ation. aca_demically-oriented co~munity.
Open house for anyone .• all inMaureenCherry research has focused on improved
Bt:~ause·CFasessentaallyadaseaseof It as. not; however. a closed com- terested in applying,, wall he sunday.·
Peg Dillon diagnostic and treatment procedures chatda:en an~ young pe~ple~ we ~re : m1,1mty., Many.ofus who moved,i!'tt? . AP.~i! ~3 · frQm'24. .: ·. .. , :, · ·, .
I : i; i i
j : :; •. ' Rod Shearer ... ljVith notable progress. little inore
especially Interested ·m reachmg the house last September knew each y I I! i ':I~''. i: S!u~~h 1 M;IM'drta~ I I
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Tucker's becomes studyJounge
By MARY BETH MOSER

stressed that any social event will be · Marion put it, "not quite as classy."
"subject to all party limitations."
Overall, the project has cost
"Tucker's" has been reopened;
The idea for a Brockman lounge approximately $3500.
how~ver, it is quite different from
was originally conceived by Marion
A partition splits the room into
the .. beer and pretzel bar of and Frank Bujold, Hall Co- two areas; one smaller, carpeted
yesteryear. The large room in the ordinator. They wrote a contract area was constructed for. small
. basement of· Brockman has been for the lounge and presented it to the . $roup purposes, and contains large
converted into a study lounge.
University Space Com~ittee. The padded chairs. The other side is
The to·unge will be open 24 hours a. committee okayed the proposal and· · reserved for "hard-core" studying.
day, but after 2 a.m. the doors will be sent its recommendation to Rev. The lounge also has a smali
locked and anyone seeking entrance Robert W. Mulligan: S.J., apartment which is presently being
must first go to a member of the University President. Mulligan· used as an· extra studying area.
Brockman staff:__ a senior Resident consented to fund the addition of Marion expressed the hope that next
year someone will-live there with the
or Graduate Assi3tant. Tom rugs, lights and partitions.
Brockman residents thoroughly job of "looking over" the lounge.
Bruning~ Brockman Gr.aduate
Assistant, claimed that this cleaned and painted the lounge. Brockman students under the
procedure is followed for "security Maintenance put up the paneling, direction of the Brockman staff are
carpeting, etc. Marion said he feels maintaining it now.
·
reasons."
they did a really good job.
A party was thrown Saturday,
. The lounge will be opened as a According to Bruning, Thomas April IS. Marion said he feels the
· study area Sundays through Stadtmiller, University Business party gave the lounge a little
Thursdays. It will also be opened on Manager; proved to be "very helpful .exposure. "We hope that students
··Fridays and Saturdays·forpil:rties ··th•roug·n rhe··wh'ole'thing." ·who' use this"areajvill appreciate· all
and other .social activities. Stadtmiller supplied the paneling, the time and work that was put into·
· Reseryations for the use of ·the desks and paint.· The room was
it," he said. "We hopeit will not be
lounge should be. placed with John closed for five weeks for abused." He continued to say that
Marion, Activities Director, a construction but was used as a study the lounge is a "big plus for
couple of wee_!c~ in_!t_dvance. M~rion l_ounge before this time, although, as Brockman's image as a whole."
Newa 81111 Writer

Stell photo by Anne K. Abat•

Freshman Toni Downey studies In new Brockman lounge.

Letters·-----------~--

Pitch In Week
a huge success

concerning the course material, his the action taken, iri light of the that in 1974 Judge Timothy Hogan.
aforementioned opinions.
in U.S. District Court for the
attendance, and instructional
We support Dr. Klekamp one- Southern District of Ohio
method, we, the undersigned, feel it
hundred percent and if Xavier had a intervened in behalf of the
to be a grave injustice to inhibit our
complete business faculty of his promoters . to enjoin the local
right to be taught in what we feel to
caliber,· it would surely be one of the prosecuting attorney. from
be a very effective manner.
To the Editor:
best .business institutions in the prohibiting its exhibition. This
The Job Evaluation project
On behalf of the Office of Student
action included an express finding
country.
Development and Student Govern- · referred to was probably the most
that the film was not obscene by
ment, I'd like to. thank aU of those practical learning .experience we
The Production Maftllgement contemporary community stanwho helped out on the "Pitch-In" ef- have had in four yean at Xavier. Dr.
fort Saturday. Throush the coopera- Klekamp's accounts of his consultns Class of Dr. Robert Klekamp: Phil dards.
tion of some SO people, it was a practices arc not only interesting, G. Rahris, Gary L. Klare, Albert L.
It seems to -me that a university
unusual, and practical but one of the Boehmer Ill, David C. Schildmeyer, ·· should be the place where ideas arc
tremendous success.
Dave Scaletta first _ realistic contacts. that we -Amy T. Tina, Marty Fehr, Jamshid freely ·and openly discussed. This
Student Senator mana1ement majors have had with Amini, Joe Huster, Timothy J. true educational experience is
the business world.
Bathalter, Michael Bresnen, Ray impossible where the scope of those
We certainly woulci be the first to Wilpula, P&trick Hanrahan, Tim ideas is · restricted to •ocially
protect the rights of the individUal Green; Joe Eipr, James Downey, acceptable and non-controversial
who brousht this matter to your Jim Gadomski, Tom Merkle, Susan ~xprcssions. In the outside world
attention but we feel that you Downey, Terry A. Eisert, Robert W. your .sraduates will be forced to
imposed a restriction on us, the Hater; Elizabeth . Nuaent; Gary discriminate between the
majority (whether directly or Kroescr. Larry Averback, Ricardo worthwhile and the worthless in the
indirectly) that, in effect, is - Gomez.
. To the Editor:
secular marketplace. · Surely an
· As we walked into Dr. Robert counterproductive and contrary to
. unrealistically sheltered decision·Kiekamp's Production ·Manage- our educational soals as· a group.
making trainin1 process will not
We certainly intend to adhere to
ment courle on Tuesday, April 5, it
promote the cultivations of the keen
was quite a 'shock to learn that his the new classroom procedure of
analytical minds which you say you
·.style. of teachins had been radically close reading .of the book an~
hope to produce.
altered. Dr. Klekampexplained that intense problem solving, ·but we
In addition, I have another grave
a father of a student in the class had assure you that this will be done
· reservation about your· course of
complained· to the Dean of the purely out of· respect for Dr. To the Editor:
(Letter sent to Rev. Francis conduct. I am convinced that the
Business . college, Dr. Hailstones.- Klekamp and what· he representsSpecifically, the complaint that being a .dedicated professor Brennen, S.J., . Academic Vice precious freedoms guaranteed by
. our Bill of Rishts must constantly be
concerned his attendance, subject trying to prepare · us for the real President).
· It is with a great degree of concern _ guarded against the forces of
world.
.
·
material, and· teaching method.
If strict, traditional educational that. I am studying your· position repression, regardless of · whether
Stemming from·. the complaint
and. a subsequent meeting beteen methods are the only accepted paper on April. II, 1978, wherein those forces come from traditional
Dr•. Klekamp and Dr. Hailstones practice of edueational administra- you will recall you· cancelled the "bad guys" or from the_office of the
came the change in subject mat~rial tors at Xavier, the future of this scheduled showing on campus of Hamilton County Prosecuting
· Attorney. Freedom·will be eroded in
university as a high quality "Last Tango in Paris."
and teaching method.
In your statement you cited as a small concessions to pressure
To express our opinion, we the institution is in :danger. We feel that
Production Management class sent we have learned more in Dr. reason that "the University stands . groups, not by an obvious and
the following letter · to Dean Klekamp's Production Manage- to be damaged without the prospect massive attack which we can easily
ment course. than we'll ever learn in of advancing any noble purpose." I · recognize.as the enemy.
Hailstones:
· What more noble purpose could
will not debate the merits of the
most courses cumulatively.
Dear Dr. Hailstones:
We certainly hope you consider admittedly sexually explicjt be · advanced by showing a r~
In reference to the results of your
meeting with Dr.~ Robert Klekamp this matter and the consequences of produ~Jion·, b~t I would-remind you uiu:ensored film series than the free

Class protests
.Dean'-s ,decision

· Alum questions
film cancellation
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and open exchange of. ideas? .
Sincerely,
Herbert E. Freeman, Class of '69
Attorney at Law

Protest vs. Nazi
actions in Skokie
To the Editor:
On April 29, the American Nazi
Party is ·plannins a march in the
predominantly Jewish suburb 0f
Skokie, IL. This action is repulsive
to the majori,ty of the American people. Although the U.s. Constitution
does sive ·the Nazis the risht to
march it is important that there be
some response from the American
people who. disapprove of the Nazi
march and aU it stands for.
.One idea that has·been suggested
to show support for the Jews in
Skokie is wearing the yellow Star of
Oavid on Apirl 20. This is what the
people of .Denmark did during
World War ·n to show support for
their fellow Danes who the Nazis
would have persecuted.
·
As students in a Catholic school it
would be especially important for
the students of Xavier to take part in
this ·quiet form of demonstration.
Participation would acknowledge
our common Jewish heritage; and
give support for the residents of
Skokie. In a larger sense this would
show that the sympathy goes beyond
religion and location and that involvement in solving other people's
problems is still possible in America.
I would ther~·fore. urge the students
of Xavier to wear the vellow Star of
David on April 20 a·nd encourage
'"n;~ friends to do the same.
Mary Fitzpatrick, '81
,PAQI!t.tt
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Brian ..:ants to know- flow much is that "Puppy" in
the window'!
•
Hey Drug Related: Ooh, Baby Baby

Falher,Mister,Brother:Whatdidyoumeanhy"... only
need to be dissolved.'"/
Ann: Will meet you next week -

same place, same

time. as usual - You knoW who.
Don't despair SIUdent Government- You'll finally be
able to do something conslructive .... Kite-flying
weather is almoSI here.
Paula- Do you think youcouldmakeit in LnsVegas'/
8 L Norlh
Rocky: Congrols on gelling into law school. You can
claim your reward in Cleveland this weekend. 1 love
you. Jason
John and Moe: No, il's more a case oft he blind leading
the blind. Neeno

circle" of advisors and CUrrently a
political· columnist, will speak on
"W.hy Jimmy ~arter is in Trouble"
on Tuesday, April 25, at 8 p.m. in
&elley A.uditorium. The talk !s being
sponsored by the Edward O'Brien
Seminar Series.
Buchanan became the first fulltime staff member in what would be
. described as The Resurrection of
Richard Nixon in January, 1966. He
• d
•
ff •
remame a semor sta aSSIStant and
confidante of Nixon for almost nine
years - up to and through "The

To
all
the
wonderful
weasels
EEEET ... EEEET ... EEEET ... EEEET ... EEEET ...

Commander Syph.

MJC - She's no good lor you. she can make a sailor
blush. Mom and Dad.

Mark -

One North- We still love you even though you can't
drink. Love, H2W Champs.
BJM: POI
Get naked
HOOAH!

Your co-pilot has things mixed up.

When will Marty die'/

ED- S. Sandy is looking for youl
Goob -

Did you lose· something'/

Bill, Are you the next Carl Palmer'?
Hey Nuge, what's going on behind the trash(ed) barrerl
MJC - Why are your lips sealed together? Cream
Bond 2000'1 -0.8.

to ·speak
Final Days," of August 1974.
Throughout the 18-month
Watergate crisis, Buchanan was
among the inner circle of Nixon
advisors. His almost six hours of
nationally televised testimony
before the Ervin Committee was
applauded by both the Democrat and
Republican members, and . was
characterized by Newsweek
magazine as a "post-graduate
seminar in advanced political
strategy and tactics...
Buchanan's political column is
syndicated nationally in 75 newspapers. He also writes once a
month on media criticism for TV
Guide. His magazine articles have
appeared in publications ranging
from Skeptic and Nation on the
left, ·. to Conservative Digest and
Human Events on the right.
His books include The New
Majority (1973) and Conservative
Votes, Liberal Victories (1975).

---------------Campus: Activities
April 20
April 21
April 22
Apri123

April26
Apri127
Apri128
April 29
ApriiJO

8:00 p.m.
Dr. Brian O'Leary
8:00 p.m.
Variety Show
Rugby - XU vs. Wolfhounds 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
Baseball - XU vs. Wright
9:00p.m.
Coffeehouse
11:00 p.m.
Strawberry Brunch
2:00 p.m.
Classical Guitar Series
New Games Workshop
Tennis- XU vs. Centre
1:00 p.m·.
Film- Taming of the Shrew 8:00 p.m.
Baseball- XU vs. N. Kentucky2:00 p.m.
Tennis- XU vs. N. Kentucky 2:30p.m.
9:00 p.m.
Sadie Hawkins Dance
Rugby- XU vs. Queen City 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
Baseball·- XU vs. Marshall
Film - Romeo and Juliet • 8:00 p.m.
Baseball - XU vs. Notre Dame 1:00 p.m.

Kelly Aud.
Theatre
Stadium
Diamond
Pied Piper
Terrace Room
Bellarmine
XU Diamond
XU Courts
Pied Piper
XU Diamond
XU Courts
Cafeteria
Stadium
XU Diamond

XU Diamond

Editors needed:
·xavier's student lite-rary
magazine, the Athenaem," and the
Musketeer Yearbook have openings
for Editors for ·the 1978-79 school
year.

Any student who is interested in
either position should ask for ·
application instructions at the
information Desk" in the University
Center: Deadline for application is
Wednesday, May 3, 1978.

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind.':
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Peona He1ghts, Newark, los Angeles, Pabst Georg 1a
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